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Southern Amusement
Women Vote at all School
Postmaster Wagner
Wants Settlement from the Curry County Normal
Makes Statement.
Company Here.
in Session Here.
Elections.
Clovis Journal.
The Southern Amusement
In .assuming charge of the
Women may vote at anyelec-tiopost ornce. i a so witn Company is the center cf at
in which the schools' are
the intention of devoting my traction all of this week at the concerned according to an opinentire time to the office and Clovis Merchants
ion rendered yesterday by the
giving the patrons and public Carnival.
Att'y General regarding bond
It is a big attraction, in fact, issue election for a school buildthe best service .possible. Any
patron feeling agrieved is ear- too large for a town the size ing at Clovis. This opinion is of
nestly requested to come to me of Clovis.
interest in that it broadens the
While they are well patroniz field in which women may play
and talk the matter over and
perhaps we can adjust it to the ed- by the amusement loving a part, as the generally accepted
public, it is doubtful if their understanding has been that wosatisfaction of all concerned.
I feel there will be few er- visit here will be
a profitable men could only vote for the elecweek are:
Lucile Armstrong, Roosevelt; rors or real cause for complaint one to them
tion of school directors.
AttorThe
Jas. M. Bickley, Clovis; Lillie with the present extremely efSouthern Amuseme
ney General Clancy's letter folBuster, Leota E&ston, R. A. ficient clerical force, but in Company are not an aggrega- lows:
100,000.00.
Crawford, Mrs Iva Crawford, case there is, you are again re tion of fleecers and fakirs as is
July 7, 1913.
first,
run
A paper should be
Monday
atMonday,
so
quested
to
my
often
Cassie
Minnie
call
with
such
case
to
the
attention
S.
Mrs.
C.
Nutter,
benall
for
the
the time
last and
tractions but a well behaved,
Clovis, N. M.
efit of its readers; its usefulness Sarah Monday. Grace LaRue, of them.
A.
accommodating
Melrose;
F.
Cook,
Zuella
courteous
is
and
only
desire
of
not
the
It
Mrs.
Dear
Your letNutter:
by
handicapped
should not .be
having to publish puffs eulogiz- Cooke, Allie Cooke, Wilson Da- myself, but every one connect- people with first class, clean at- ter of the 1st inst.. was received
ing any old schemer or his indi- vis. George Davis, Virgil Davis, ed with this office to make it a tractions. We especially rec-or- . on the 4th, but it has been immend the Negro Minstrels, possible for me sooner to answer.
Every article Justa Davidson, Wessie Jones, model office and in this- - we will
vidual scheme.
You say that there will be an
of Southern Belles, Cat and Dog
published should be published Carrie Jones. W. J. Matthews, appreciate Che
M. Singleterry. Jewelle Tem- the public and patrons in offer-in- s shows as good entertainments. election in Clovis on the quesA.
legitimate
inter
because of its
any suggestion that will imtion of a Bond issue, to raise
est to readers, and it should ple. Mrs. A. M. Todd, all of
Gladys
Hamilton,
prove
money
Texico;
of
the
service.
for a school building, and
have no
No Crap Shooting Allowed.
I will suggest that if people
that there is some doubt whethpile. " Any periodical that is the Grady: Erma Mulhair, Mrs. A.
"Nigger and white man play er women may vote upon the
subsidized representative of any A. Watson, Hollene; Johnnye will be careful to have return ing
seven up. nigger won the
interest whatever cannot be McCutcheon, Field; F. C. Whit addresses on mail it will be a money but was afraid to pick matter:
Under Sec. 1 of Art. VII of
free to defend the best interests field, Ard; Bessie Trimble, Claud; great help to us and their mail it up."
Roosevelt;
will
not
be
Reed,
Stella
lost.
Janie
the
State Constitution women
people.
of the
and deputy possessing the q lalifications
Sheriff Moye
I wish to thank my many
Davis. Ricardo; J. V. Bieler,
Philippine Islands; Nora May friends and the public in gener- Thomas suspecting: tnatsomeof prescribed for male electors are
Brown, Chas. F. Bieler, Bertie al for the many favors shown the colored contingent of the qualified electors at all school
Company K. Going
Southern Amusement Company elections. I think there can be
to Las Vegas. Flinn. Nina Davis, Mabelle Da me and to my enemies (no not might be shaking
the bones in no reasonable doubt that the
DonI
Josephine
R,
I. Duke.
enemies for I do not believe
Clovis Company "K," New vis,
New Mexico comprehensive phrase "school
of
violation
the
inMoore,
enemy
L.
nelly.
the own
have a real
Ada Lively. J.
Mexico National
Guard will
provided, elections" includes every elecand
statutes
made
county,)
but those who were
leave for Las Vegas on July 15th Nanon Noble, Fred Ohr, Henen or
on
of
one
a
made
raid
the cars tion where any question is' sub"unStansbury,
Rough
t,
in
me
the late
An against
Ethel
to participate in the aunual
night mitted to a vote which relates to
Sunday
company
of
the
willing
I
to
am
maneu vers and target practice. nie Thomas, Beulah Thomas, T. pleasantness"
and arrested three white men
The following letters from Cap- E. Willmon, W. Lou Williams. forgive and forget, in fact, I and a colored gentleman "shoot ot affects the schools, whether it
all
be an election of school officers
M
Now
forgotten.
N.
Clovis.
let's
have
tain Blumlein on the subject are
approach
ing
of
craps."
At
the
Curry
up
an
build
get
election as to the imposition
together and
self explanatory.
gamblers
extinofficers,
the
the
special
of
Clovis.
taxes, an election as
county
greater
a
and
Clovis, N. M. July 6. '13. Banquet at Portalea.
guished the lights and attempt-- to the issue of bonds, or an elec
B. Wagner,
A.
Luikart,
Oldham,
Messrs.
Editor Clovis News,
en to escape but their plans tion as to the establishment of a
Postmaster.
Duckworth, Cramer, Curren and
City.
miscarried.
county high school. These elecBuford Oldham visited Portales
Dear Sir:
Justice Noble assessed a fine tions are all provided for in dif
publish in Thursday in Mr. Oldham's big Elk's 4th of July Excursion. of $5.00 and trimmings for each.
Please
ferent statutes and must be con
new Cole car, to attend a banyour paper the following:
Moye
closed
all
also
Sheriff
sidered
as school elections.
Ros
to
The Elk's excursion
Company K is ordered to quet given by the Portales
as
chance,
games
of
such
the
Truly,
Yours
complete
go to camp at Las Vegas July Chamber of Commerce in cele- well on July 4th was a
Japanese
ball
paddle
and
wheel
W. Clancy,
seventy
Frank
more than
15th to July 26th and I hope bration of the completion of the success and
by members or
games
conducted
Attorney
General
of
the
the members
enthat there is no employer of handsome new depot just fin- five of tribe
carnival
company
at
the
the
sand their friendany of the guardsmen, through ished in that city.
special train at closure.
Rice Transfer and
boarded
the
SuperinMr. J. E. McMahon,
unpatriotic sentiments, ignor
six o'clock Friday morning
Storage Sold.
ance or selfish motives, discrim tendent of the Pecos Division bound for the metropolis of the
The 4th in Clovis.
C.
Davis,
J.
week bought
this
inate against members of the was also present and addressed Pecos Valley for a day's celeClovis
was
July
in
of
4th
The
R.
E.
and
Rice
the
transfer
assemblage.
The affair was
Company for doing their duty the
well repaid a decidedly quiet affair, and ex- storage warehouse business, alThey
were
bration.
simplicionly
in
its
brilliant
to their state and country, as not
ty but grand in its quality and for their visit as the people of cept for the presence of the so the Rice residence on east
established by law.
for their small boy and the firecracker Grand Avenue. The transfer
quantity, of appreciation by both Roswell had prepared
.
F. C. Blumlein.
i
coming and extended every would have been uneventful.
Capt. 1st Inf. Com. Co K. the citizens of the town and the courtesy and had made ample As usual the day was hot and outfit is one of the largest in
New Mexico as it is equipped
visiting friends from Clovis.
empo- with vans, drays and all kinds
cold
drink
sultry,
entertain
and
their
the
for
provision
particulars
of the affair
Further
riums sold at least a good of moving devices.
Celebration at Hollene.
will be given in our next issue. ment and comfort.
storage
A picnic for the Elk's and "steens" worth of grape juice-- a
The big
A crowd estimated at between
Slaughter's
comw
on
at
held
ware
as
house
located
the
ladies
persons
hundred
three
tws and
Boost the Fight
A patriotic program of speak mercial track near the freight
lunbarbecue
when,
a
grove
on
4th
the
Hollene
at
assembled
Cutler
The Carl Morris-Mart- y
for the even depot is the largest, of the kind
of July to celebrate the nations boxing contest July 16th will be cheon was given. In the after- ing was arranged
pavillion,
but this in Clovis and is conducted in a
ing
street
a
at
noon a ball game in which Clobirthday.
biggest affairs of vis got "trimmed" was arrang- was interrupted by a fire alarm systemized manner. Mr. Davis
of
one
the
The program consisted of
staged in New ed and at night a grand ball which absorbed the attention of is doing a large and profitable
speaking, patriotic exercises, this kind ever
Mexico." All over the country provided
merriment for the the crowd. The fire proved to business.
races, bronco busting and a
coming in showing visitors. They returned home be a small blaze in the old Ham
reports
are
picnic.
that no less than 2,000 people about 4:00 a. m.
mond barn, and was extinguish
Messrs. W. W. White, of will be
here. The entire busi
ed without material damage,
Clovis, and C E. Foster, of
Clovis will
of
ness
interests
say
the least the 4th in Clo
Hollene. spoke to the assem7
pro
profit accordingly.
The
decidedly "sane and tamf
Church.
Methodist
was
blage, and other speakers less
fight have not
moters
of
this
much credit is due U
However
"Unity and Intolerance." will
gifted in oratory also addressed
called in the public tor one be the theme for the morning Nutter, president of the CU
the crowd.
Woman's Club, and other ladi
cent. It will be a clean and hour.
A light fistic encounter be- honest contest, Help
for arranging a program of
make it a
The question as to whether lect readings,
and patri
tween Charlie Wilson and W. success.
should unite reminiscences.
all
churches
the
H. Clark, only served to stir up
rree post cards for mailing
the excitement and resulted in your friends. Call for them. with the problems and questions
little damage to the partici- Send to some one who may that center around this quesCourt in Session.
tion will be discussed.
pants.
want to come.
Judge Granville A. Richard
Sunday School as usual. We
Among those attending from
J. B. Meachem,
came in this morning from I
need you in our school.
Secretary C. A. Club.
Messrs. Barry,
Clovis were
We will have no evening ser Vegas and convened court
Scheurich. White, Hart, Mabry
Mrs. Frank Taylor of Roswell vice but will join our Baptist order to hear some motions
and W. F. Dawson.
arguments and dispose of sr
The celebration was a pro- arrived Monday and will visit brethren in their meeting.
civil cases.
Wallace R. Evans.
Mrs. W. Ridener this week.
nounced success.

John Anderson one of the officers of the defunct American
Bank and Trust Company, liker
in the Clovis
wise a
Journal wants a settlement on
his stock held in the aforesaid
paper, but is informed by the
Hon. Thomas that for financial
reasons there will be no immediate settlement. The News
might suggest to John that he
turn in his newspaper stock as
bank collateral, and have the
same listed as assets valued at
stock-holde-

1)

"nigger-in-the-woo-

The summer normal institute
begun Monday with an attend
ance of fifty and the number
increasing daily.
Prof. Prank Carroon of the
University of Las Vegas is conducting the Normal assisted by
Prof. Atkins, of Texico. Later
on Prof. Dean will join them
and render assistance.
this
Those in attendance

Ulovin
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The Clovis News.
A. E. CURREN, Editor

CLOVIS.

NEW MEXICO

crying bnby la simply developing
IU lungs.
A

of the tight skirts one
sign should be hung.

On iom
R. O.

S.

Anyway, the grandmothers of the
thus far not died la
aln.

office boys have

There would be fewer failures
could baseball enthusiasm he carried
Into business.
Germany Is trying to take the tang
out of the tango by sending those who
dance It to prison.
la one of the thtnga that
ought to be- done soberly which, manifestly, Is impossible.
Joy-ridin- g

The housemaids having organised,
the "copper" will now exchange the
back porch for the parlor.
It la always Interesting at tble time
of the year to find out In how many
new places the old garden hose leaks.
The painted gown Is the latest
faahlon from Paris. It is to he hoped
It la not Intended to match the face.
At tha no one ever has attempted
to describe a girl riding on the aft seat
of a motorcycle as particularly charming
It begins to look as If the time had
arrived when no elopement can be considered complete with out a press

agent

Chicago girl lost two of her
In biting a footpad who tried
to rob her. Beyond question he was
a tough.
A

'teeth

The prudent Englishman now looks
under his chair before sitting down to
dinner, and under his bed before going
to sleep.
According to a college professor,
baseball Is a nerve irritant. Still, the
home team can't be expected to win
always.
Now there Is to be on astronomical
trust. If poetical Justice is dealt out
to it the new combination ought to
aee stars.

The new British ambassador Is a
baseball fan, which is certainly better
than devotion to the tennis court or
even golfing.
Broadway, says an intrepid woman
explorer, la more in need of missionaries than darkest Africa. And yet It
has Its angels.
Orville Wright says aviating is Just
as safe as motoring. Which assuredly
goes a long way toward bolstering up
our motoring nerve.
A New Jersey school la to teach the
art of milking cows. The pretty girl
o doing is to become a fair fact in
life as well as In song.
At last ail hazy notions of the value
of a Missouri husband and a Missouri
mule have been swept aside. A Missouri woman has traded the one for
the other.

Chicago policemen view with peculiar approval the organisation of
the housemaids' union in that city and
the subsequent grant of the use of
the front parlor.
A Pennsylvania
husband of ninety
was sent to jail recently for not supporting hla wife.
It ia terrible the
way these youngsters will disregard
their responsibilities.

"Slit skirts" have been forbidden in
Los Angeles schools, the old fogy authorities having an Idea that their pupils should Improve their understandings by other methods.
They want to know who first used
"I should worry?"
Vhen they find him they should m

the slang term,

can be remedied only by p?
from reliable seed houses, or by the
growing of seed from carefully se
lected, home grown stock.
Prof. L. R. Jones of Wisconsin has
Always Good Demand in Large
found that various commercial ferCities for Cabbage.
tilizers, as well as soli disinfectants,
are wholly nseless as preventive agents
for the control of this disease in InConsiderable Stimulus Qlven Growing fected soli. For several seasons he
has turned his attention chiefly, toof Crop In Recent Years by Sauerward the breeding of resistant strains
kraut Factories Disease Reand reports most substantial progsistant Strains.
ress In this direction. In fields planted
with commercial varieties la 1910,
western
cabbage
a
The
is native of
where the disease caused almost an
and southern Europe and has been entire loss, the few naturally resistant
used for human food from time Im- heads were selected and seed raised
memorial. AH of the types of cabbage, therefrom In 1911.
While commercauliflower, hrussels sprouts, collard cial seed planted on Infected fields
and kale have sprung from the same gave in 1912 only 21 percent, of living
original source. The wild type la still plants, the cabbage grown from the
growing on the chalk cliffs of the Eng- "resistant" seed developed 86 per cent,
lish channel. On the cliffs of south- live plants, over half of which formed
eastern England is now found a plant heads. Seed produced from the best
similar to the Georgia collards.
head gave 93 per cent of properly maThe cabbage crop Is a very Import- tured heads. These results show the
ant one, large quantities being grown Influence of careful selection and indiby farmers and truck gardeners for cate clearly the great possibilities that
the markets of all the large cities, lie in the use of home grown seed of
where it Ib used largely for Immediate disease resistant strains.
consumption. There Is always a good
demand in the large cities in late sum- MAKE HAY OF SWEET CLOVER
mer and early fall for cabbage. It
la very difficult to get data of the
acreage, yield and average value of If Plant la but In Season It Is Relished
by Young Mules and Horses-Li-kes

CROP

FOR ASPARAGUS

OF IMPORTANCE

Any Soil.

ALARM

FIRE

New Signal 8ystem Flashes Message
to All Parts of the
Building.

It requires a good deal of an artist
to properly prepare a bed for asparagus. Asparagus is a perennial which
will grow and be productive for 15 or
20 years, and greatest care, therefore,
should be given to the selection of the
oil and preparation of the ground
previous to planting. The asparagus
does best in a deep, rich, moist aoll
with plenty of humus In It. It should
be ou a warm exposure, preferably to
the south or west If the land la
coarse, it should be prepared one or
two years In advance of planting time.
This can be done by growing some
root crops that require deep cultivation. The plants are put out In rows
at least four feet apart The old method of growing asparagus was In beds,
but better results are obtained when
they are planted In long rows, as It Is
easier to Irrigate the crop and keep
the soil in good condition. The planta
should stand throe feet In the row.
The plants are set in furrows fVom six
to ten inches deep and tho crowns
covered with loose earth or compost
to a depth of two or three Inches. As
the plants grow the trenches are
gradually filled In with the cultivator
or by hund hoes and then irrigation is
applied every week or ten days to
stimulate the growth the first year.
The tops are usually mowed down In
the fall, although some growers allow
a reservoir to hold and store moisture.
If the ground Is plowed ten inches
deep and put in good condition It will
absorb and hold more rain or irrigation at one time than land plowed half
that depth would hold, and the deep
plowing .vill retain it much longer
Deep plowing is usually good plowing,
for it grinds up and pulverizes the
soil. Ground should be plowed in the
fall then let stand until spring so as
to catch the winter snows.

A flro alarm box which indicates the
floor on which the fire Is located, aad
also in what part, designed particularly for factory buildings In which a
large number of women are employed,
has been brought out by a Brooklyn
Inventor.
Boxes are placed on each floor. In
case of fire, the alarm Is sounded by
pushing the button Indicating the part
of the floor where It has started. If
the fire Is at the east end, for instance, the button marked "east" Is
pushed. This sets off an alarm bell
on all the boxes In the building and
illuminates a number and letter to indicate the fire's position. If, for example, tho fire Is near the center of
the third floor, "SC" will be Illuminated von every box. This tells every
person In the building the location
of the fire and enables them to determine the safest way to take to reach a
place of safety. Popular Mechanics.
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Perennial Will Grow and Be Pro
duotlve for 15 or 20 Year
With Proper Attention.

A weed has been defined as a plant
out of place. In a country where
sweet clover grows so abundantly It
should be made use of for some purpose rather than to make the road-aidthe fence rows and ditch banks
so unsightly. !f cut In a season it can
be made Into hay which Is far better
than a snow bank for all kinds of
stock, and for young horses and
mules It Is relished. Sheep and cattle
Till eat hay made from It and rather
enjoy the variety in the ration which
it supplies.
Sweet clover Is a very ooapomopitan
plant, adapting Itself to all kinds of
soil and conditions. It is a great ni- WATER LIFT FOR IRRIGATING
trogen gatherer, growing on poor
soil, providing there is enough lime Montana Man
Perfects Invention
In the soil to meet Us needs. Try
Adapted for Elevating Water and
making the sweet clover Into hay
for Other Useful Purposes.
coming season, and see If It canUsaof "Resistant" Cabbage Seed Save;
"Cabbage-Sick- "
Crop.
The Scientific American In describ(A)
FleM not thus be turned Into some account.
ing a water lift, invented by B. F.
(Racine, Wis.) In 1911, Planta Nearly All Destroyed. (B) Same Field In
Strange of Victor, Mont, says: "The
SUPER-RES- T
IS CONVENIENT
1912, Plants .Grown From "ResistInvention is especially adapted for
elevating water to the uplands for Irant" Seed.
Found to Be of Great Asrlstance In rigation and other useful purposes. It
the crop grown by those who cater
Examination of Hives It Saves
provides a mechanism for lifting wato these demands.
The prices vary
Crushing of Bees.
ter continuously from a lower level to
greatly according to the season and
higher one especially adapted for
location. The price per ton, an indisimple
drawing
am
sending
a
I
a
r
of
cated by fifteen correspondents catering to the trade of different cities, article which I find very convenient
writes Elmer E.
varies from $5 to $16. During the I call it a super-respast few years, considerable stimulus Walte of Mystic, Conn., In the GleanThe uppei
has been given the growing of cab- ings In Bee Culture.
bage through the sauerkraut factor- drawing shows a sawhone arrangeies, many of which contract at fair ment which is easily made by any one.
Water Lift.
prices for the entire output of cab- The lower drawing shows a box which
is about as simple to make, and will use in irrigation. The flume or ditch
bage.
may be of any desired construction,
Many growers maintain that a cab"
size and length depending on the
the
bage crop of nine tons per acre Is a
v'l
country in which the outfit is used.
better paying crop than corn, wheat
The operation of the car and the pushor oats under fair yields.
er may be continued for amy desired
In some sections near the large
length of time, and as many cars may
markets, many growera have been
be employed as can be taken care of.
driven out of business, so far as
the operation affording a continuous
cabbage culture is concerned, through
supply of water to the upper level.
the ravages of certain fungus diseaaes
The engraving shows a sectional side
affecting this plant. . Much hope Is
view of the water source and means
entertained of the possibility of securof elevation to distribution points."
ing disease-resistastrains.
This Is a work that requires several
years for positive results. Sometimes
it is desirable even after securing
resistant plants to cross-breethese
with marketable strains, as it is often
the case that resistant strains or varieties are not high yielding or of
A Super-ResLoosening the subsoil allows the
desirable quality. It would even seem
profitable for growers to continue hold smoker, tools, etc. The upper rains to soak in.
Good seed corn Is one of the most
desirable strains by selecting those of one shows a super In place. The two
the proper type and yielding capacity. ends of the holder should be about Important factors In producing a good
The practice of purchasing seeds from sixteen Inches apart. I find this a yield.
No man can tell whether corn will
proml8cous retailers often proves a great help when examining hives, as
risky business.
One need be nv can place this near the hive, usually grow or not, without making a gerspecialist to note that many Irregular In front, and set the super or supers mination test.
Planting only such vegetables as
types, and low quality, poor yielding on It It saves crushing bees, and
strains are to be found throughout your super will not fall over as they are liked by the family Ia better than
planting a gre' 'uriety.
the cabbage districts. This difficulty do when set on end.
Pli.ui.ing In atralght rows is better
than planting in raised beds.
Mowlnp Alfalfa Hay In Afternoon.
will develop a cuttlr; bed as soon ai
It does not pay to devote
An Ohio alfalfa grower has con- were older planU used.
Select th
land for long periods to pascluded that the loss of moisture that beet developed plants, with large
takes place In the heavy alfalfa In the buds, discarding all the Inferior ones. ture and the production of hay.
Eleven pounds of alfalfa is worth
afternoon Is more rapid In uncut hay
as
much in feeding value as ten
than In that cut In the early mornMake-U- p
of Thoroughbred.
pounds of bran, and It costa but half
ing while It it full of 'he moisture acMany things enter Into the makeup as much.
cumulated during the night For this of a thoroughbred horse the feet
Breaking ground in winter makes
reason he doe not start the mower and legs must be right, the legs
the ground more loose and mellow
until about noon.
straight and well set under the body.
When this plan is followed the rake The head should be well poised and thran spring breaking. It also destroys
a often started to advantage the fol- the expreaslon of the face good. The Insect larvae.
To kill Canada thistles in a field,
wing morning, as soon as the dew shoulders, ribs and thighs symmetrioff. Especially is this true' in the cal, and the whole animal covered put the field In some cultivated crop
and keep the weeds down.
e of crops harvested late in the with good coat of hair.
Did you ever think
how much
son when the conditions are more
ground a good ear of corn will plant?
vorable for curing.
Forcing Garden In Dry Season.
It 1b just that much ground wasted
Liquid manure offers one of the If you plant a poor ear.
best means to keep up the flagging
Permanent Asparagus Bed.
The application of business methAsparagus may be started from spirits of the garden in a dry season ods to farm 'management will do more
pec" sown in rich,
soil and whenever growth seems to lag. than all else combined to make farmthe early spring, in rows about two It is easily made by Oiling a cheese- ing profitable aud pleasant.
ad a half feet apart, dropping the cloth bag with fresh manure and susManure saved In the cattle shed In
sed three Inches apart in the row, pending it In a tub or cask filled with April and May is more free from
jverlug one inch deep. These will water.
weed and clover seed than that saved
ike good plants for planting perina- at any other time of the year.
antly the following spring.
Protein that is grown upon the farm
Ways of Cut Worms.
plants are better than
Why do the cut worms confine their is often more valuable
than that
ider ones, for the reason that they attention to vegetables and pass up which Is purchased in concentrated
form, and it is alto cheaper.
far less from transplanting and the "pusley" and red rootf
d
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Bin. Wlnalowa Detains' Tmp for ditlArt.
tMtktnc, MifWim tho gnmo, radncra lnftaaiDia
Uoa.aJUtra patn.enraa wtnd aoIlcJSc a bottiaJWk
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The greatest drawback to the pursuit of wealth is that wealth always
seems to get its second wind.
Too Con Rtsp a Carbunrlo nr Boll
Aftfr It begins to form, by uilns DR. PORTER'S A NTISKPTIC HEALING OIU ISO.
Me.

00.

When girls are not busy plcktng husbands thoy are busy picking quarrels
with those who-are- .
Red Cross Ball Blue, nil blue, beat bluing
value in the world, tnakei the lauiidrt-ntmlle. Adv.

The Natural Thing.
He Those women voters scratched
the ticket.
She The cats!

Their Style.
"The gems of literature an in this
library."
"I see most of them are uncut
gems."
The Spring Deluge.
"Why do you avoid your friends of
late, old man? Anything gone wrong?"
"No; but about this time of year
everybody you know wants to sell
you a ticket for something or other."
A Rush Day.
"Had a terrible rush day at the office," said the man wh- - is always overworked.
"What was the matter?"
"Oh, all sorts of things. Four book
agents, two or three friendB from out
of town, two men to fix the electric
wiring, two more to hang awnings, and
any number of other details, I had
hard work to get away In time to see
the ball game."

Stolen Hair Means Death.

In many parts of the modern world

the believer in witchcraft atill gets
hold of hair, nail parings and so forth
from an enemy's head and hands, and
burns, buries or does something else
with them In order to entail unpleasant consequences upon that enemy.
And universal folklore reveals the concern of savages to diapose of their
own hair and nail clippings to prevent J
an enemy from getting at them. Australian native girls who have had a
lock of hair stolen from them expect
speedy death as a certainty.
BEGAN YOUNG.

Had "Coffee Nerves" From Youth.
"When very young I began using
coffee and continued up to the last six
months," writes a Texas girl.
"I had been exceedingly nervous,
thin and very sallow. After quitting
coffee and drinking Postum about a
mouth my nervousness disappeared
and haa never returned. This Is the
more remarkable as I am a primary
teacher and have kept right on with
my work.
"My complexion now Is clear and
rosy, my skin soft and smooth. As a
good complexion was something I bad
greatly desired. I feel amply repaid
even though this were the only benefit
derived from drinking Postum.
"Before beginning its use I had suffered greatly from indigestion and
headache; these troubles are now unknown.
"I changed from coffee to Postum
without the slightest incor.venience.
did not even have a headache. Have
known coffee
drinkers,
who were
visiting me, to use Postum a wee
without being aware that they were
not drinking coffee."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write for booklet, "The
Road to WellvllU'
Poatum comes In two forma.
Regular (must be boiled).
Instant Postum doesn't require boiling but is prepared Instantly by stirring a level teaspoonful In an ordinary
cup or hot water, which makes It
right for most persons
A big cup requires more and some
people who like strong things put In
a heapiug spoonful and temper It
with a large supply of cream.
Experiment until you know the L
amount that pleases your palate and
have it served that way In the future.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.

BACK YARD

FARMER

Interesting Pointers on Gardening for the City Man or
Suburbanite.
WHAT

TO PLANT

AND

WHEN

Advice by an Expert en Agricultural
Matter
Strain Count In Chick-Th Tr 8urgon Small

Fruit Pest.
y PROF. JOHN WILLARD BOLTE.

What

the best breed of chicken ?
In the world. Ask
your friends and every one of them
can answer right off hand, but each
one will name a different breed or variety aud when you ask their reasons
for their choice, mighty few of said
reasons would hold In court
The fact of the matter is that there la
no oue "best breed" of chickens. There
are four or five "bel breed," with
Lorn two to seven "best varieties" In
each breed. If you don't believe It,
glance through the file of any poultry
Journal and see the number of "best
breeds" mentioned In their free reading notice.
One man prove that the White Orpington are the "best breed," because
he got Mme. Paderewski to admit she
paid $6,000 for five of his chicken.
Another man clinches the pennant for
the White Plymouth Rock by saying
that a pen of 30 hen earned $3,(00
for htm last year, their egg selling
for $30 a setting. And so It goes. Aak-lu- g
a poultry man to name the best
kind of chickens Is like asking an automobile man to name the beat automobile.
As far a the city or suburban poul
try keeper 1 concerned, he can make
hi choice of chicken entirely upon
entimental ground.
Remember that the breed determine the Ue and shape of the fowl,
and the variety determines the color
choose the shape and color that you
think 1 prettiest and you will have
the beat breed for you.
Now, however, come the really important problem of the Individual
Strain of blood within the variety. The
difference between profit and losa,
egg and no eggs lies in the Individual
and not In the breed or variety. There
Is no marked difference In the production, growth and hardiness of five or
six o'f the principal breeds, and there
1
the aame similarity betwaen their
established varieties, but there Is a
tremendous difference between different flock or Individual of the same
variety. A poultry man who understand hi business can take an ordinary flock of any standard variety
and he can beat any similar flock of
the same or any other variety, which
1
handled by an inexperienced or
careless person.
Inheritance of profitable qualities is
of the greatest importance. For this
reason scrub or cross-bre-d
fowls are
worthless for breeding, because their
offspring cannot possibly Improve In
sice or productivity for any length of
time and practically never bold their
own. Never use anything but purebred chicken, pet a setting of eggs
or a pair qf young bird from the
heaviest laying beg you. can And tn
the variety you eject to keep, and
buUd up your flock from the start. We
have known two pullets of the White
Wyandotte, one of which laid 17
egg in a year and the other laid $43.
You could not tell them apart by
looks, either. Three of the good hen'
daughter laid over $00 eggs each in
a year. That' why strain counts
more than breed.
1

Easiest question

The Tree Surgeon.
A new profession

-

recently oome
Into being. We refer u. the profession of operating on sick frees in or
der to save their life and beauty. This
is a much more serious problem than
it seems to be, offhand, and the various state and federal authorities are
spending a great deal of time and
money devising ways of preventing
and curing tree Ills.
Private citizens and public officials
have long been awake to these problems In the eastern states, but widespread interest In the west Is of more
recent manifestation. This is largely
due to the fact that practically all of
the diseases and pests which Infest
our ornamental shade trees have first
shown themselves upon the eastern
coast. Nearly all have been Imported
from foreign countries on nursery
stock, eto.
At the present time large areas In
the east are practically denuded of
trees through the devastations of the
Gipsy and Brown Tailed moths, 8an
Jose, Elm Tree and Oyster Shell scale,
chestnut bark diseases, and other serious pests. These pests are moving
Steadily westward and every Inch of
their advauce must be stubbornly contested If the trees are to be savedOne of the best and easiest ways
to help our trees combat these and
other Ills, Is to prune them properly,
o as to conserve their strength, and
U-

at the same time get the best possiFOR THE LITTLE ONES
ble artistic result.
Moat of the reader of this column
have to consider trees which are already planted, rather than newly FASHION'S DICTATES OF THE SEAplatted ones. Generally speaking,
SON PERMIT DISPLAY.
then, your tree ahould be pruned at
least once In two years and prefer-

ably every year.
Accordlon-Plsate- d
Crepe tie Chins
The tools to be used are a thin blad-eModel, Shown Here, I On of th
pruning saw and a pair of pruning
shears. Cut off all suckers or water
Prettiest That Has Bsen
sprouts, close to the branch.
Evolved This Year.
Remove dead wood wherever found,
cutting with a smooth cut as close as
This Is an age when elaborate and
possible to the live branch or trunk. expensive clothes are not only permisIf the end of a branch is dead or sible but essential to the small child
broken, cut It off with a smooth, who la dreaaed according to fashion's
slanting out, well back In the good word. To be sure, play clothes and
wood.
street frocks are simple, ven If they
To avoid tearing down the bark, al- are expensive, but afternoon clothes
ways make an under cut before cut- are not only expensive
they are elabting through a heavy branch from orate as well.
above By cutting off a limb as close
The frock Illustrated is one of the
as possible and parallel to the trunk, charming accordion-pleatecrepe de
the bark will heal over It It Is a chine models made for little girls.
good plan to paint all fresh wonnds
The dress Is simple enough in outline,
with white lead to prevent decay set- but the yoke is
of real baby Irish lace,
ting in during the healing over procthe crepe de chine, to be durable
ess. If dacay has already set In, cut and
away the decayed wood as far as pos- and yet soft and thin, must be expensive.
sible and fill the cavity with a good
Some of the frocks for very little
rich mixture of cement
girls, like the one described, have high
No branches should be permitted to
grow low enough to obstruct the view waist lines, but msny of them have the
on deciduous trees. Crossed, deformed belt fastened well below the knees.
and Interfering branches should be Ribbon belts are almost exclusively
used for little girls. Sometimes the
cut as early a possible.
crushed
folded ribbon Is fastened
about the frock with Invisible stitches,
Small Fruit Pests.
sometime It Is run through embroidGarden vegetables are remarkably ered beading, sometimes through butfree from diseases and insect pests. tonholed slits In the skirt of the frack.
This Is due to the fact that they are
Hand tucking and hand embroidery
nearly all annuals and they are grown are combined with expensive lace to
tn small qualtitles and on different make children's
clothe elaborate. One
location every year or so.
lovely frock showi a band of tiny pink
Small bush fruits, on the other hand,
are almost certain to be seriously damaged by a number of parasites unless
they receive the necessary care to protect them. The conditions under
which this class of back yard crop
grow is favorable to the development
o' these pests.
The plants are long lived and frequently carry the larvae or the spores
of their respective parasites over from
season to season. As handled by most
people, the diseased stems, leaves and
fruits are left, on the ground about the
bushes, and parasites propagate In
such rubbish with vigor.
Probably the moat general and the
most destructive pest encountered on
the bush fruits Is some form of foliage
eating worm, like the larvae of the saw-flThere worms appear almost as
soon as the leaves are out and they
will soon strip the entire bush of Its
foliage unleos they are promptly exterminated. It is fortunate that they
can be klUed very- - easily If properly roses embroidered Just above the hem
treated, and the treatment will apply of the fine lawn skirt, another band
equally well with any
about the neck, and others about the
worm.
edge of the elbow aleeves. Fine val
s
saw-fly'eggs
The
are laid on tha lace la set In below the embroidery on
under side of the leaves, especially the waist In elaborate design, and the
those leaves located well down In the skirt Is finished with hemsUtching.
center of the plant. Watch yojir berry
Shepherd checks in black and white
bushes closely and get busy as soon wool are popular for street frocks for
ns you notice little holes in any of the small girls. These frocks are simply
lower leaves, as that means that the made, sometimes In Norfolk coat
worms are there and are getting In style, with black patent leather belts
their work of destruction. If taken In and flat linen collars, sometimes tn
hand now, there will be little trouble Russian blouse style with collars of
or expense involved, so act promptly. Irish lace.
Get some powdered white hellebore
Leather handbags for children are
and dust It on all of '.he foliage in the sold to match any conceivable colored
region where thn worms have begun frock- They are carefully made of
work. Scatter it tnlckly and get it on good leather and are simpler-al- l
well
both sides pf the leaves. Do the dust- as smaller than
bags.
ing early in the morning, before the
Handkerchief linen is used for some
dew Is off the leaves. The powder will Qf the daintiest of the small girls'
will
stick
fast
then
and
remain until frocks. Fine India and llnon lawn are
the next heavy rain.
also used. Marquisette and roUe are
If It should rain immediately, pow- used, too, and prove serviceable as
der again. The whole bush should be well as dainty. It should be made up
treated tf the worms have got a good rather simply, as It ts Itself decorative,
start, and if you allow these worms to and rather heavy for children. It Is
strip the foliage the fruit will be especially pretty for children If it is
Re- trimmed only with heavy cluny lace.
small, shriveled and tasteless.
member that the leaves are both th tucks, too, loos weu iu voile, and a
digestive and respiratory organs of the model child's frock of the material Is
plant, and without them it can neither made with three tucks about an Inch
eat nor breathe.
and a half deep running around the
If large numbers of ants appear on skirt Just above the three-inchem
the bushes, Investigate the under sur- They are machine stitched.
(or
green
tiny
face of the leaves
aphis, or plant lice. A good spraying MADE HAPPY BRIDAL TABLE
with tobacco water will fix them.
Cane borers, gall beetles, tree crickets, etc., kill Individual canes and tha Novel Ideas, a Feature of Recent Dinner, May Be Worth Keeping
only remedy is to cut out and burn all
In the Memory.
Infected canes and clean up all rubbish.
At a dinner given by some college
Red rust is prevalent In some sec- lad and lassie to a couple who had
tions and It is very deadly and espe- been very popular and whose engagecially contagious. It is a parasitic dis- ment was made during their college
ease which causes spots of
days, the following were some of the
fungi to appear on the stems. Cut- novel features: For a centerpiece
ting out and burning diseased canes there was a good-sizesailboat afloat
and spraying the rest frequently with on real water, which was supposed to
Bordeaux mixture Is the only means of represent the "Sea of Matrimony" and
cambating It This mixture Is hard to the name on the boat's side was "Just
handle In a small garden.
Launched."
The two college colors
Anthracnose Is another deadly dis- were flying and the cargo consisted of
ease and Is indicated by the presence white roses and red oarnations, the
of purple patches on stems and foli- two class flowers. When the clear
age. Treat aa tor rust.
soup was served, a tiny bark made
Certain varieties are more resistant of thin bit of toast with toothpickmast
to these diseases, and these should be and paper sail floated In It and the
Planted In localities known to ue In ices at the end were In the shape of
fected
ships, the bonbons were In tiny
For mildew on currants and goose- canoes. The two class colors were
berries, use powdered sulphur and ap- also In evidence tn great bows of red
ply tt In the form of duflt while the and white tarletan. which adorned
dew Is on the leaves.
the chairs occupied by the honored
guests. The guests acted as sponsors
Winter Cow Car.
tor the happy pair, and all gave toasts
The winter cow deserves good feed In honor of the newly launched craft,
and care for she Is a sure revenue which was aptly called "We Two" in
producer
rhyme read by one of the guest.
d

d

leaf-eatin- g

HEALTH

AND

GOOD

LOOKS

Propur Fltfng of Corset Mean
propriate Care of Both Those
portant Items.

ApIm-

Various doctors and artists have
been once again discussing the vexed
question as to whether women should
wear corsets, and they have once
again come to the Inevitable conclusion that if they wear the rtght corsets they are considerably Improved
by them. If ever the wasp waist asserts Itself again among us tt will be
something to grumble at but the corset of today Is really beneficial rather
than harmful, If it ia properly made
and properly worn. It may be that
we ought not to require the support
of corsets, but life In these days Is
artificial, and surely it Is better to
have a good figure by means of a good
corset than to have a bad figure without it.
Just the tame, a good many women
are not sufficiently careful about their
corset, and then they wonder why
their gowns never look well. Better
a cheap, ready-madblouse robe on a
good corset than an elaborate frock
over a shapeless one. It will not only
be better from the point of view of
health and carrlago, but it will even
give an air to the gown. French women have built up their reputation for
dressing well, not on their taste in
gowns, but by their attention to the
e

corset

KIMONOS

IN

ALL

DESIGNS

Dainty Negligee Garment May Be Had
In Practically Any Form That Can
Be Required.
Despite the pronounced vogue of
Chinese modes in formal garb, the Japanese kimono remains the Intimate
friend of the woman who has a collection of dainty lounging robes. For
those cold mornings when the wind
howls outside and the furnace Is In
sulky mood, there are comforting
robes of quilted Japanese silk, daintily
with light and dark
floss. For milder weather there are
adorable kimonos of flowered satin
with borders of satin or Japanese silk,
and some of these have the shlrrlngs
at the elevated
waist line which
slightly suggest a blending of the Empire with the Oriental style.
Still
more fascinating are the cotton and
silk crepeB In white, eprlnkled over
with pink cherry blossoms and In
blue or rose printed with graceful
sprays of white wistaria. To wear the
kimono there should be a clinging
loose slip of satin In a solid tone
matching either the grounding or the
figuring of the robe.
Many women,
however, prefer to wear the ordinary
princess garment of Seco silk trimmed
with lace ruffles or the one in white
lingerie carrying muslin embroidery
Van Dyck point insertions, and edgings of Valenciennes lace.
band-worke-

PARTY DRESS.

full-size- d

The best remedy for liver, stomach
or bowel troubles and especially constipation
Is
HOT
famous
the
8PRING8 LIVER BUTTONS.
Don't miss getting a box today
they tone up the liver, drive out the
poisonous waste In the bowels and
make you feel simply splendid in a
few hours.
Cut out Calomp
and slam bang
purgatives.
Try HOT
SPRINGS
LIVER BUTTONS Just once and
you'll have no use for any other liver
remedy. Fine for sick headache, sallow skin, dull eyes and blotches.
Druggists everywhere for 25c. Free
sample from Hot Springs Chemical
Co., Hot Springs, Ark.
Cut Down.
Husband Is that pitcher really cut
glass?
Wife Well, I got it at a bargain
sale.
Turn About.
"Mr. Wombat," said the boss, "you
have been getting off to go to the
baseball a good deal lately."
"I know It, sir."
"Then would you mind working at
the office for a few extra innings tonight?"
An Object of Attention.
"I suppose your family will go away
for the summer?"
"Yes," replied the man in the alpaca coat.
"Oh, I'll have a nice time, too. I'm
the one who will sit quietly at home
and look at the pretty pictures on the
postcards."

Eata 'Em Alive.
"I understand it takes four years of
education to prepare a Hon for circus
life," said the Isltor to the trainer
standing beside the lion's cage.
"Yes, that ie true," replied the

trainer.

"You must get very tired

years?"

after four

"Oh, I haven't been training this
one four years. I am the eight hundred and
trainer they've
tried on this one. I've only been here
two hours!"
fifty-secon- d

She Waited.
George was famous for being late
at hie appointments. He was engaged
to be married to a young lady in a
neighboring city, and when the day of
the ceremony arrived, George, as
al, did not put in an appearance. The
bride was on the verge of nervous
prostration when the following telegram was received from the missing
bridegroom.
Missed the early
"Dear Helen
train. Will arrive on the 4:31. Don't
get married until I get there. George."
Ladles' Home Journal.
u.-.-

No Time to tose.
They had been married Just two
months and they still loved each other
devotedly. He was In the back yard
blacking his shoes.
"Jack!" she called at the top of her
voice. "Jack, come here, quick."
He knew at once that she was In imminent ranger. He grasped a stock
and rushed up two flights of stairs to
the rescue. He entered the room
breathlessly, and found her looking
out of the window.
"Look," said she, "that's the kind of
bonnet I want you to get me." Harper's Magazine.

Please the
Home Folks
By serving

Post
Toasties

h

rusty-lookin-

MILLIONS PRAISE
Hot Springs Liver Buttons

They are among the
good things to eat, but not
in the cook book, because
they require no cooking.

g

d

Model of pink charmeuse and silver

beaded

net

Prize Cleansing Fluid.
arts In England some
years ago offered a prize tor the best
process of cleansing silk, woolen and
cotton fabrics one that would not
change their color or Injure them In
any way. The winning recipe was as
potafollows: Grate two good-sizetoes Into a plut of clear, clean, soft
water. Strain through a coarse sieve
Into a gallon of water and let the
liquid settle. Pour the starch' fluid
from the sediment snd tt is ready for
use. Rub the articles gently In the
liquid, rinse thoroughly In clear wi tr,
dry and press.
A solcety of

d

Toasties are always crisp
and appetizing ready to
eat direct from the package. You save heaps of
time and avoid hot work
in the kitchen.
Some rich cream
sugar
fruit
cool
it
or
want
juice, with these fluffy bits
of corn and you have a
dish that is fascinating for
any meal of the day.

if you

Toasties are sold by
grocers everywhere.

I

Mrs. E. R. 'Hart entertained
the Ladies Aid Society of the
Methodist church at her home

Local and Personal

Ralph Vanderwart
was in on Meriwether St.
Clovis Monday en route to Car- - afternoon.

Wednesday

Notice.

rizozo.

The CloVis Studio will be

reHuman faced animals in Ten
days.
opened
and
Call
few
in a
In One Show at Carnival.
We will treat
R. N. Williams, of Texico, investigate us.
finishing a
you
right,
Kodak
was a visitor on our streets,
W. E. Copeland.
specialty.
Monday.

Mrs. Buster DeGraftenreid

re-

turned Wednesday to Melrose
Snakes Feed in Animal Show
Saturday night.
Miss Leila Kendall was the
guest of Mrs. D. D. Swearingin
at Roswell, the 4th.
Giant Chacama Gorillo living
curiosity. Carnival.
Henry Chinn made a trip to
Topeka this week in the interest locomotive firemen.
feet
Giant Snake thirty-fou- r
show.
one
in
ten
Carnival.
Mrs. Carlton, and daughter,
Miss Sadie returned home Monday from Roswell where they
have been visiting friends.
Devil's Mascott, of New
Mexico at Carnival.
long-aliv-

e-in

Mrs. G. W. Billingsly returned home Tuesday from Roswell
where she has been visiting the
past ten days.
Birds of Paradise, beautiful.
Animal Show. Ten In One,
combined shows. One ticket.
See all for ten and fifteen cents,
at Carnival.
Chas. Irwin has purchased the
J. P. Coons residence on Wallace St and is placing same in
first class condition for his own
occupancy.
Not price, but quality. Richardson Studio. Best to those
who know. Also kodak finish-

For

First-clas-

Call

Tonsorial work

s

ATTENTION
LADIES I
This is not a suffragette sermon but a

at the old K. C.

Special Sale!

BARBER SHOP.
Childers & Johnson; Proprs.
2d Door South of

the Clovis

National Bank.
Once a patron
always a patron.

Call and see us.

Surprising Cure of
Stomach Trouble.
When you
or
chronic
that your

luvi 'rjubl

with roar slornaeh
imagine
constipation.
don t
to beyond help juit because
our doctor falls to (Ive you relief. Mrs. 1.
S trifle. Plain field. N, J. writes. 'Tor over a
month put I have been troubles with my
stomach. Everything- - I ate upret It terribly.
One of Chamberlain's advertising- - booklet came
to me. After reading-- a few of the letter
from people who had been eared by Chamberlain' tablet. I decided to try them. I have
of a package of
token nearly three-four- th
even-thing- I
them and can now eat almost
want. For sale by All Drug-gto- t.

oh

Everything in Summerwear at COST and
less than cost. A fine line of new silk
and lisle hose in the Bear Brand Busons
and other popular makes. Silk and Crate
Kimonas must go in this Sale.

ALL MILLINERY GOODS
AT ACTUAL COST

Grisamore & Osborne

Notice of Suit.

To Elizabeth Frank, H.
Hunter, U. G. Hunter, C.
Hunter, Horace A. Hunter. Ida
Williams, Anna Talbot, Sterrett
Hunter, Mrs. Henry Meredith,
Pinkie Hinton, Hunter Parsons,
PROFESSIONAL
Flonnie Parsons, Eunice Par
sons, uxina rarsons, wimam
D. D. SWEARING1N
Parsons, Ada Evans. Minerva
Randloph,
Laverne
Marvel,
Dell
D. D. Swearingin,
of the
A. B. Humphrey. J. T. Hunter, firm of Drs. Presley & SwearinFred Hunter, Fratkle Mohler, gin, of Roswell, New Mexico,
J. W. Humphrey, as heirs at will be i i Clovis from the 10th
law of Edward T. Hunter, de to the 20th of each month for
ceased,
and the unknown heirs the purpose of treating diseases
ing.
law
of
said deceased:
at
of the eye, ear, nose and throat
Japanese Waltzing Animals.
You will hereby take notice exclusively and fitting glasses.
Best at
Ten In One Shows.
that a suit has been filed and is
Carnival. Endorsed by officials new pending in the District
DR. H. R GIBSON
public press, at Carnival.
Court of Curry county. New
Lost. A gold brooch, set Mexico, in which S. C. Hunter,
with eight whole pearls and one as administrator of the estate of Office over Skidmore Drug Store
small diamond in center, finder Edward T. Hunter, deceased, is
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
plaintiff, and you the above
please leave at News office.
New Mexico
Clovis,
named, together with others as
Giant snake kills swallows, heirs at law of said deceased,
whole turkeys, pigs and chick- are defendants, and that said
Good Investment.
night
at 8 suit is numbered 647 on the W D. AMajclt,
ens. Saturday
a well known merchant of
Whitemound. Wis., bought a slock of Chamber
civil docket of said court.
o'clock.
medicine so a to be able to supply them
You will further take notice tolainhi customers.
After receiving them he was
Mrs. L. E. Tripp left Wednestaken sick and says that on small botday for Levy N. M., where she that the general objects of said himself
Colic, Cholera and Diartle of Chamberlain'
To secure rhoea
Remedy wa worth more to him than the
will join her husband at that suit are as follows:
of hi entire stock of those medicine. For
"point. Mr. and Mrs. Tripp have and order of sale and to sell cost
sale by All Druggists.
following
described
real
made many friends in our city the
who will regret their departure. estate, Bituate in Curry County
New Mexico,
The NW4
Mrs. Arthur Langston of Las Sec. 7, Twp. 2 N., R. 37 EL, N.
vJsT!
, n.i
Vegas arrived Monday to visit M. P. M., also the undivided
her father Mr. Pierce and sister one half interest in 100 acres of
Mrs.
Stewart.
Mrs. Roscoe
land situate in the Republic of
Langston expects to leave in Mexico.
State of Vera Cruz,
about a week for Denver and County of Tuxpam and munici
Salt Lake City.
pality of Tihuatlan, for the pur
Quite a number of Clovis peo pose of paying the debts of
old time all said estate.
pie attended an
night dance and barbecue at
You will further tak
the Donnelly ranch twenty that uryess you appear, answer
miles northwest of town, last or pieaq m said suit on or
Reichart pre- before the 21st day of August
week. "Dad"
pared the barbecue which is 1913, judfimcnt by default will A Thought for Tomorrow
should canse worry in every
said to have been par
be rendered against you. and
man's mind, especially so if
plaintiff will apply fo the Court
"Dad" Reichart who had for the relief prayed for in its he does not carry fire protec- made application for proof . and complaint filed in said suit.
ou will further take notice
whn pxneetod to leave has
downright carelessness.
irhanored his mind and will re that Harry L. Patton, whose
relatives
and
his
business
of
address
Some
main.
Our Fire Insurance
have arrived and Dad has de- is Ulovis. New Mexico, is attorpolicy is the broadest, and
cided to stay with the country. ney for plaintiff.
the most protection for
M. E. Weis,
farmer living IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I the least money. Don't chance
may bring
about twenty miles northwest have hereunto set my hand as
what
has withdrawn his application Qlerk of said Court and affixed
insure with us, now.
for proof pa he says that if the the official seal thereof, this
cattlemen think they are run- 9th day of July 1913.
A. L. A WALT,
ning him out of the country he
County Clerk.
will fool them and remain
J10-J3Clovis, N. M.
105 Otero Street
(Seal)

Osteopath

to-wi-

t:

.

"

post-offic-

e

of-fs- rs

Fleming Insurance
Agency

1

WE SELL

at Wholesale or Retail

Com Meal, Chops, Maize Chops and Kaffir Chops.
All kinds of feed. Chicken and hog feed
We can do your threshing now before we take v.he
Machine out to thresh wheat

..........

Clovis Mill, J. B. WAITS,

Prop

Skidmore Drug Co.
Headquarters For

Imperial Crown
Toilet Preparations.
Every preparation backed with a Guarantee.

8

-

Our Drugs and Drug Sundries line is
complete in every respect. A trial in our
store is to become a regular customer.
Our MUSIC stock is a line of the very
latest. Call in and have some of them
played over and then make your selection.

Make our Store your Headquarters while in

8

town.

SKIDMORE DRUG CO.

8

W. S. TURNER
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
'The Store That Accomodates"

Butter and Country Produce
. Exchange Market
Deal with

Turner and you always get
a "Square Deal"
South Main Street

Clovis, New Mexico.
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LEARNED By JOSEPH'S
BRETHREN.
O.nesis 44 Jum 1,

"Otmffi thrrrfnra your Bin one
nd pray ont for another, that
g. f
hanlel " Jarxet

..

In

another,

ua wutu b

win ciitpr dion th

their Mrlpes, llielr ch
present failures Othei
I'laed by the trlula nn
life, will he made more
tng. an were Joseph's
tliey will he the better

l'
'e

You will further take notice
that Hairy L. Patton, whose
butincss ard post (ffice address
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff in said suit.

of
lov-Thn- s

In Witness Whereof, I have
horpunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court, this
the 24th day of June 1918.

for a
Klng-

-

.

hows that Jo-pn.lt,.,! with
w.
ut tor him a
Kran1 ch
wholly otiedlcot to
by n din
OCOBH
n were
Joseph
ed by
I

CODAT--

en

AN EXPLANATION

A. L. AWALT,

County Clerk of Curry County
and Clerk of the District Court
for said County,
J26 17
(Seal.)

-

r
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k,

mo

their

to
lencea

f

re Int
V1 nil ill
to be corrective and helpful
Confi
dence In God. however, la neceaaary hh
a basis for any anch blesnltiK.
After the feaat In which Joseph had
glveu BeuJ&mln Ave portions, the breth
ren departed for
home, well pleaaed
with their experi-

ences. Joaeph,
ever, deaired to
teat their sympathy for their father
and their loving Interest In Benjamin.
Therefore he caused his silver cup to
be placed In
sack of Tha cup kxu found
wheat After the
in Mrnum In
oe."
brethren hud got
ten fairly started homeward, Joseph
aent servants to demand his cup.
The brethren protested their Innocence, and declared that If the cup
were found Id their possession, they
would willingly become slaves. The
search waa made, and the cup found.
In great dlatresa the company wended
Ita way hack to the palace.
Again Joaeph was anatere and reproved them, that they might have opportunity to abandon Benjamin. Protesting innocence, they declared their
willingness to become Joseph's slaves.
But be answered that only the guilty
one Benjamin
should become his
lave, and that the reat should return
home, and continue to enjoy the favors
of Egypt. Thla proposition he knew
would test them. Had they the same
beartlessneas that they had exhibited
when they sold him tnto slavery?
Then Judah, who had pledged himself that Benjamin should return in
safety, made an eloquent appeal, and
entreated that he be accepted as a
lave in Benjamin's stead. He ended
with the question. "How shall I go up
to my father, and the lad be not with
me? lest I see the evil that shall befall my father."
The evidence of a change of heart
was satisfactory to Joseph, and la to us
all. Those who love righteousness rejoice in rlguteousness. as those who
love Bin rejoice in It. Whan we per
eelve so marked a change In those
men. we rejoice, not only f'jrr their
aakes. but also at the general lesson
furnished. The conviction la borne In
upon us that much of the aln, the
meanness, the cruelty of today may be
attributed to Inherited weaknesses and
We Bay, "How
immature experience
great a change would probably be effected by a broader, deeper knowledge
of ourselves and others!"
And do uot life's daily experiences
tend to give us the broadening of aym
pathles, and thus
Doubtless there are exceptions
to every rule, but It is our conviction
that a sufficiency of the Ifkeuess of
God remains in every member of our
race to permit him at times to appreciate tbe good, the noble, the pure It
la because be Is surrounded by sin and
selfishness that these godlike sent!
ments are so rarely brought tnto exercise.
Whan Will Man Profit?
gome will say. "Admitting that life's
trials teach men tbe sinfulness of sin
and the wisdom of righteousness, where
would be the profit of such Ins traction
if only tbe saintly, who walk In Jesus'
footsteps under a covenant of solf-saridce. are to share in the Kingdom?
How will the remaiuder of tbe race
profit by their experiences. If death
ends all hope?"
Tbe uuswer is that we have made a
mistake respecting the teachings of the
Bible. Tbe Scriptures nowhere say that
all hope of salvation ends when we fall
asleep In death. So far as the Church
la concerned, it la true that death ends
their probation. But this Is not true
concerning the world.
The Church
alone Is now on trial. The world's trial
time will be In the next Age.
Christ's heigu will be the great thou
an ml year Day, in which will be determined the wortblnesa or uuwortblneas
of everlasting life of all humanity.
Those found worthy will eventually
be perfected, and
granted the Divine
blessing of everlasting life. Ail
unthen
found
worthy will be condemned aa unfit
for lYe. sentenced
to tbe Second
Death.
The experiences
of the present life,
good or bad. will
,MoU I $
to have their bearing
"Bo
my father without upon
tbe future
the ladr"
trial, but will not
decide the oaee for any one. Because
of misuse of present opportunities and
how-

'n

character-development-

?

c

THAT EXPLAINS.
Sunday School lessons Mads

Masonic Lodge No. 40.
George Roach, Worshipful Master;
Justus, Senior Warden; Preston La
Junior Warden; W. 0. Ruse, S. D. :
Cramer. J. D. ; J. A. Nichols, Tyler;
'
Whiitng, Secretary;
A. W. Skarda, Treasurer;
Johnson, S. S. ; R. L. Pryor. J. S.

ry
t

'wlyVf

E.

Time Table

A

lue

an

Try Perfection Blue Flame
Cook Stove.
That's Comfort. Barry Hardware Co.
Notice of Suit.

No.
113.. Ar. from Chicago, Kan-

I

sas city, Wichita, Amarillo
and points east
10:50 a. m.
Dep.
113..
for Melrose, Fort
Sumner, Vaugn, Mountain-air- ,
Beien, Albuquerque
and points west
11:20 a. m.
114.. Ar. from Pecos, Carlsbad, Roswell and Portales

Dictator; A. L. Await,
Vice Dictator; Jno. L.
Hays, Prelate; Clovis Downing, Trees. ;
.
Ci
r.
J
ow,u Ol.;
secretary; j. n a $
oiHumore,
4rWKKP
derson, Seargent at Arms;
Perry
Keown, Outer Guard; F. M. Malone,
Inner Guard. Meets every Tuesday night at Moose Hal
in Owen buiiding.

v

x

against you in the

sum of $1320.00 interest, attorney's fees and costs of suit, on
account of a promissory note in
the sum of $1200.00 executed by
you on the 28th day of May
1910, payable to the order of
said plaintiff, and to foreclose a
certain mortgage deed executed
by you at even date with said
note and to secure the same
upon the following described
real estate, situate in Curry
t:
county, New Mexico,
North East quarter
The
NE
of Section ten (10),
township two (2) north, of
(36) East,- N.
range thirty-si- x
M. P. M. which mortgage appears of record in said county
and for all other proper equitable relief in said action.
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit, on or before the 8th day of August, 1918
judgment by default will be rendered against you, and plaintiff
will apply to the court for the
relief prayed for in his complaint filed in said suit
to-wi-

1-- 4

-

Moo,e Lodge No. 1035.

MSI

ita, Kansas citv, Chicago
and pointseast
11:45 a. m.
117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo and poi n ts east 12 :05 a. m .
117.. Dep. for Portales, Roswell, Carlsbad and Pecos
.

11:25

.

tfr

4:30

H. W. Crawford. Exalted Ruler; A. Mandell,

1

H

h,

1

M.

am.

B. of L. F. and E.
F. Patterson, President; D. M. Rogers, Vice Pres..

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

B. of L. E.

118.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

ita, Kansas city, Chicago
and points on Coleman

Notice of Suit
In the District Court of Curry
county New Mexico.
e

Co.,

B. of R. T.
C.

Whitaker, Secretary;

to-wi- t:

said defendants

and for general relief.
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit on or before the 15th day of August

J. R. Walker, V. Consul; A. B. Douglas. W. Advisor;
Irvine, Clerk. Meets 1st and 3d Friday nights in
Await Hall.

C. D.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
112

1--

2

St

South Main

Clovis, New Mexico.

"In Business For Your Protection" t
eee

Baker

The

s

Co.

Abstract-Insuranc- e

BONDS, RENTALS,
FIRE INSURANCE,
COMPLETE ABSTRACTS OF TITLE
Lyceum Building

Clovis. New Mex.

-

4

X

The Sanitary Barber Shop.
Only first class workmen employed.

Satisfaction

e.

Look for

.he

assured.

Everything new and
Central Main St.

A g Wagner, Prop.

DO YOU WANT MONEY?
Our Eastern loan men will inspect our
loan field in about ten days, and anyone
desiring a farm loan soon should make
application at once and we will hare
land inspected while our men are here.

A. L. A WALT,

County Clerk of Curry county
and Clerk of the District Court
for said County.
J3-2(Seal)

J

To All Lands and Lots in Curry County,

judgment by default will

be rendered against you, and
plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief prayed for in its
complaint filed in said suit.
You will further take notice
that Harry L, Patton, whose
business and post office address
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court, this
the 1st day of July 1913.

C. F. Chance, Vice President;
L. E. Taylor, Treasurer.

M. W. A.

e

1913,

President;

K. L. Swift,

J.

Plain-

tiff, vs. Henry Orlofsky and
Anna Orlofsky, Defendants.
To the Defendants, Henry Orlofsky and Anna Orlofsky:
You will hereby take notice
that a suit has been filed and is
now pending in
the District
Court of Curry county, New
Mexico,
in
which Mansfield-ClaibornCo. is plaintiff and
you, the said Henry Orlofsky
and Anna Orlofsky are defendants, and that said suit is numbered 639 on the civil docket
of said Court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are as follows: To cancel
and set aside a deed of conveyance executed by said Henry
Orlofsky, on the 14th day of
March 1913, conveying to said
Anna Orlofsky the following
described real estate, situate
in Curry county, New Mexico,
Lot No. six (6) in block
thirty-nin- e
(39) in the Liebelt
Addition to Clovis, and to quiet

title against

N. P. Cook, Secretary.

Carl Pebberly, Chief;

4:35 a. m.

cut-o- ff

ays,

Esteemed Leading Knight ; Joe Sellers. Es- Loyal Knight; De Witt Peal. Es- teemed
e
w, n. uuck-wortleemea ueciunng ivmgni;
Esquire: E, E. Bundy, Inner Guard
J. E. Shaw Van, Tyler; F. B. Herod, Secretary. Meets
at Elks Home 2nd and 4th Wednesday nights.
:,'

118.. Ar. from Albuquerque,

t

wl8n.

D.;-H-

B. P. O. E. No. 1244.

Vfr

a.m.

Mountainair, Ft, Sumner,
Melrose and points west

W- - H- -

Fast

An-mf-

10:55 a. m.
- 114.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

Mansfield-Claiborn-

In the District Court of Curry
county. New Mexico.
International Life Insurance
Company Plaintiff, vs. Clarence
E. Dubbs and Bernice Dubbs,
Defendants.
No. 634
To the Defendents, Clarence
E. Dubbs and Bernice Dubbs:
You will hereby take notice
that a suit has been filed and is
now pending: in the District
Court of Curry county New
Mexico, in which International
Life Insurance Co. is plaintiff
and you, the said Clarence E.
Dubbs, are defendants, and that
said suit is numbered 634 on the
Civil Docket of said court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are as follows: To recover

W. B.
A. J.
A. W.

I. O. O. F. No. 31.
R. L Pryor. Noble Grand; John
V. Grand;
Sam Grigsby, Recording Sec. ; L F. Grigsby. Financial
Sec. : James Kent, Treasurer;
R. L.
Pryor, Drill Captain.

Ra'Iroad

W..kly llluitratad Article en th.
International Sunday School Topic to
B a R.gul.r F.atur In This Papsr
"I Oon't
H.rsaft.r The
on," Will Not Do Now.
Know tha I.
We are pleased to announce to our
we begin the
readers that In this
regular weekly publication of the
Brooklyn Tstwrnacle Illustrated ArtiSunday
cles on the International
School lessons.
These articles are written In eahlly
understood but beautiful language,
really explaining the Lessons, and go
far towards making It a real pleasure
for both tetcher and pupil to meet In
the class room at tbe recitation hour.
No longer can tbe buay or careless
ffer aa an excuse for staying home
Sunday morning tha
"I
don't know tbe lesson."
Teachers or puplla with ordinary
aalnd can hereafter In fifteen minutes
read the Brooklyn Tabernacle alngle-eolnaarticle, and thereby creditably
acquit themselves among their fellows.
To those of oar readers who are
forced to miss the regular weekly class
room exercises we are pleaaed to offer thla feature aa aa excellent substitute.
Hundred
of editors throughout
America are serving tha Interests of a
mixed constituency by publishing this
nsectartan weekly service, and we
sincerely hope to do likewise.

Chas.
Shere,

Mc-Cullu-

Easy and Interesting.

judgment

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY

The Union Mortgage Co.
CLOVIS,

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
(Incorporated)

Arthur

E.

Curren, Manager.

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M.

as second class

matter under the act of March
3, 1879.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year

$1.00

Six Months

50

Please Back Up.
The editors of the Rio Grande
Repub'ican ( Foster and Foster)
and of the Clayton News are
respectfully referred to the
fact that the Clovis News was
not bought by J. E. Curren
from hi son. A. E. Curren as
they have universally stated.
The News is owned by a
stock company of which neither
of the above named are principal owners and has as much
right to employ J. E. Curren as
editor as A. E. Curren as editor
or anybody else.
speaking,
Politically
the
independent
News was
previous
to the change, and had been
such for over a year last past
although its principles are in
harmony with the present administration.
Will Messrs. Foster
et al
please take due notice hereof
and comment accordingly.

W. H. Andrews our farmer
delegate to Congress and Dan A.
McPherson have leased a large
body of land near Carlsbad and
Secretary Lane will visit New
will prospect for oil. The oil is
Mexico.
Franklin K. Lane, Sec
there, all right, its only a quesretary
of the Interior, will visit
tion of the amount of the flow.
the state next month to inspect
The three towns to be most the various reclam tion projects,
benefitted by the building of particularly the Elephant Butte
line dam and the Rio Hondo near
the new Galveston-Pacifiof the Santa Fe, are Slaton, Roswell, also the one at Carls
Texas. Clovis and Belen, New bad.
Mexico.
All these towns will
The County Surveyors of Cur
feel the dawn of a new and
ry, Quay, and Roosevelt counties
continued prosperity.
have been locating the bounda
Clovis has a bright future. ries between these counties this
week, and among the commisThe prosperity which will come
sion directing the work is Hon.
this fall and winter will be of
J. A. Hall. Asst. Dist. Atty. of
the permanent variety. The
Dist., and Coun
wise investor will cling to his the 5th Judicial
ty Commissioner C. V. Harris
property in the best new town
Roosevelt county. House
with the best future in the of
News.
Southwest.
c

The Santa Fe railroad has
changed its plans in regard to
building the Dodge City Kansas
to Colmor New Mexico cut-ofIt will now build from Dodge
City to a crossing ith the Colorado & Southern railroad at Des
Moines N. M., in Uniin county,
thence over the R. M. & P., to
a connection with its main line
at Clifton, eight miles south of
Raton.

The city is putting in new
walks and crossings and repairing culverts.
Good sidewalks
make the
town's life walk easy. Build
more sidewalks. We can t get
too many.

IF I ONLY
HAD THAT

MONEY

mm

THE

BANK
NOW

QUIT THAT GET RICH QUICK"

SPECULATION
"Last year I had some money saved
up," he said, "and IF I had kept it in
the Bank and left it there it would be
there NOW, with more added to it.
but a stranger came along with an enticing looking scheme and I bit If I
had had any sense I would have asked
my BANKER about those 'good
things' before I invested and LOST
my money."
' Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"
1

f.

An act passed at the recent
session of the Texas legislature,
which became effective July 1st
makes it unlawful for any person to get 'soused' at anv place
except in his own home. An act
requiring the saloons to remain
closed from 9:30 p.m. until 6 a
m. also went into force.

'

The San Jon Times of Quay
county says:
lucumcan has a
fine lot of shade trees, and they
are making excellent growth
Nice shade trees are a wonder
ful improvement to any town-a- nd
they say it was an old news
paper man who planted the first
trees on Main street in that town
nere is me true secret or me
power of the press.
No news
paper has vry much real power
over men and events unless it is
known to be standing steadfast
ly and sanely for the public good,
for the welfare of the commu
nity and nation -- for public' hon
esty and a square deal, what
ever happens.

First National Bank
of Clovis
Capital and Surplus $42,000.00

Mr. and Mrs. C. Zerwer of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gurley reLittle cubes of metal,
Texas, arrived Wednes- turned Wednesday from Purdey
Ennis,
Little tubes of ink;
d
several months and Monette, Mo., where they
Brains and the printing press day to
Demand of the Register and
with
their son Walter Zerwer have been visiting relatives for
think.
farmers
our
Make
of the department at Washingand wife.
the past few week1.
We want more cows but none
ton that your proof notice be
the less plows.
published in the News.
The
prompted
motive that
the
It is not the tariff question
change, and recognition of the
that is worrying the Democratic
away
January
is
Journal
last
press of New Mexico just now
NOT POLITICAL as the News
but whether the "old and loyal
is
will show in the near future if
free trade actual settler" Demothe discrimination is not dis
cratic papers or the new carpetcontinued.
bag, Grabb All Democratic papers shall get the Homesteader's
They're going to hold an in
final proof publications to pubternational congress of Rubber
lish. This i the same old issue
Producers over in Borneo in Au
The LaLande Leader formerly that split the Democratic party
gust.
McDonald published at LaLande, N. M., of New Mexico sixteen years ago
Governor
should not let the opportunity of has' moved to Ft. Sumner and and allowed the Republican par
appointing a delegate to this undergone a transformation and ty o run all the loyal "free land
congress slip by. Owins: to the. legerdemane process. It chang- free trade Democratic papers out
elasticity of conscience just now ed editors, location and politics of New Mexico." Its the same
being manifest by the combine all in one week without missing old fight over again -- except that
of Curry county Journals their an issue.
Just it is now manipulated by the
editors are fully entitled to rep where the lawyers, the politi Democratic bosses in our own
nresemation in tnis rubber
cians and the spoiUgang proposes party instead of the republican
gress.
to
in on the deal" the party.
The quiet slogan was
people have been unable to fig- clearly sounded last Week in a
The Clayton Citizen mentions ure out. We hope
it will not
newspaper
the name of Paz Valverde as break up in a "rough house over Roosevelt county
when it said what we want is
an aspirant for the office of Reg- the spoils" at least.
"More Cows and Less Plows."
ister of the Clayton land office.
Paz is a strong man and ought
This is the rock upon which the
Causes of Stomach Trouble.
to make a fine race. .We don't gedeatary hablte, lack of out door exercise. democratic party of eastern New
inttumcieat inaatleatton of food,
know much about the situation a torpid Uvar, worry and anxiaty, constipation,
overeating,
is destined to Bplit and the soonin the Clayton land district but partaking of food and drink not en (ted to roar
and occupation. Comet your hablta and er the fight is pullod off the betwe do know the people generally ace
take Chamberlain' Tablet
and you will aoon
ter it will be for all concerned.
(outside of a few favored pets be wort m n. For acta by All Dfucsiatr.
in Clovis) are asking for a
Rev. Sellar, of Albuquerque, This paper is now and always
change in the Ft. Sumner Land passed through Clovis Tuesday has been with the "Actual
In the Heart of the Business District,
Phone 25
Office.
enroute to Portales.
Homesteader. ' '
,

sp-n-

"The Quality Tells and the Price
Sells" That
the secret of
our success in selling

GROCERIES

Space will not permit us to

enumerate the many table
necessities and quote our

-

e

low prices, but you will be

satisfied if you trade with

HARVEY 5c MORRIS
"The Leading Grocers"
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Clearance

Semi-Annu- al

of all Summer Merchandise
The first few days of our Clean-u- p Sale have far exceeded our expectations. This
convinces us that our prices are right. And if you will drop in and look we will convince
you that we are cleaning up our Summer Merchandise.
LADIES'

READY-TO-WEA-

GOODS

R

SILK AND WOOL DRESS GOODS
and all cotton piece goods at prices that
will please the most conservative buyer.

Just a few May Dresses to clean up at
Price.
About 20 Ladies' Skirts left. Clean 'em
off.
up at One-thir- d
Ladies Princess Slips, Gowns, Combination Suits, Corset Covers, Underskirts
and Pants at greatly reduced prices.
Ladies Waists and Shirts at
One-ha- lf

Men's Work Shirts
Round House Overalls
Elastic seam Drawers
B. V. D. Union Suits
Poros Knit Drawers and Shirts
Men's $3.00 to $5.00 Slippers
Ladies $2.50 to $4.00 Pumps
and Slippers, last year's styles

off.

One-thir- d

40c
90c
39c

85c
43c
$1.40
$1.25

ILUIKART'SI
reinstatement. The Application forms and full incompensation of the postmaster formation concerning the reat this office was $990:00 for the quirements of the examination
can be secured from the post-- ,
last fiscal year.
Age limit, 21 years and over master at Texico and the local
on the date of the examination, Secretary at Clovis, or from the
with the exception that in a U. S. Civil Service Commission
State where women are declared Washington, D. C.
by statute to be of full age for
Applications .mould be propera I! purposes at 18 years, women ly executed and filed with the
18 years on the date of examinCommission at Washington, O.
ation will be admitted.
C, at least 7 days before the
Applicants must reside within date of the examination, otherthe territory supplied by the wise it may be impracticable to
postoffice for which the examin- examine
the applicants.
ation is announced.
U.S.
Civil
Service Commission.
The examination is open to all
who
States
citizens of the United
640 Acre Homestead Law.
can comply with the
The chances for the passage

Newspaper Announcement. vacancy
Fourth Class Postmaster
Saturday, Aug. 9. 1913
The United States Civil Service Commission announces that
an exon the date named
amination will be held at Clovis,
N. M., as a result of which it is
expected to make certification to
fill a contemplated vacancy in
the position of fourth class postat Texico and
master of class
Melrose, and other vacancies as
they may occur at those offices,
unless it shall be decided in the
interest of the service to fill the
ab-w-

e

by
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of the 640 acre homestead law
to be introduced by Congressman Fergusson is said to be
good. This law should have
been enacted years ago. and if

it had, the percentage of actual

settlers in eastern New Mexico
would have been much greater
than at the present time. There
is no reason why the Kinkaid

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
of any candv we have in the store. No matter
which you pick it will be better candy than you ever
thought was in the world. Three charming qualities of our candy are purity, flavor and dainiiness.
There is another one too; its price which enables
you to buy a good big box without feeling

act of Nebraska should not be
applicable to New Mexico.
With 640 acres and a little
stock, a farmer can make more
than a good living. He ought
to make money in
ordinary
seasons.
The indications are, however,
that when the bill is referred to
the land departments for consideration that they will recommend that it will be applicable only to those who have not
submitted final proof on their
homesteads and those who have
not submitted proof can select
the additional land within a
of their
distance of f t) miles
homesteads.
-

Mrs. 0. E.. Walker returned
this week to McGee. Tenn. after
three months visit with Mr. and
Mrs. H. Bell.

Our Responsibility.
Daniel

(By Rev. Seder.)
Webster, one of our

greatest orators and statesmen,

once said, when asked to name

"My rehis greatest thought:
sponsibility toward God." Men
are responsible for the institutions they create or tolerate.
Men are responsible for the saloon and all its consequences,
for its drunkenness, its resulting
crime, bloodshed, ruined lives
and characters, blighted homes
and broken hearts. Men' are
responsible for these results,
and it is high time that this
sense of reponsibility be strongly felt.
But consider, for a moment,
these overwhelming statistics
taken, not from the imagination,
but from the sad tragedies of
life. It is estimated that we
have in this country 7,500,000
dram drinkers; 2.500,000 confirmed drunkards; annnually
7.230 suicides and 10.000 murders; 50 penitentiaries with over
100000 convicts and 20.000 local jiila with another 100,000
criminals; 6,250 distilleries and
with 225.000
1.777 breweries
poison stations in the form of
saloons, wounding and destroying' 700,000 Americans every
year, or as manv as all the
wars have killed during the
past 2,300 years; 100,000 while
unjder the influence of liquor,
commit crime and land in jails
100,000
penitentiaries,
and
paupers 106,500 insane; 700.000
orphan and homeless children.
in reform
children
15,000
schools, without a chance to get
a fair start in life, and almost
daomed from youth to become
"undesirable citizeng."
Rev. J. W. Hendricks of .Mel-)se- ;
was in the city Tuesday.

Notice- - of Suit.
In the District Court of Curry
county New Mexico.
Francis M. Hays, Plaintiff vs.
Lina Hays, Defendant.
To Lina Hays, defendant in
the above entitled suit:
You will take notice that a
suit has been filed against you
in the District Court for the
Fifth 'Judicial District of the
State of New Mexico, within
and for the County of Curry, in
which Francis M. Hays is the,
plaintiff and Lina Hayes is the
defendant, and numbered 632 on
the civil docket of said court.
You are hereby notified that
the general objects of said suit
are that the bonds of matrimony existing between Francis
M. Hays
the plaintiff herein,
and Lina Hays, the defendant
herein, be cancelled and that
the plaintiff be granted an absolute divorce from the defendant and for all other equitable
and proper relief.
You are further notified that
if you fail to appear and answer
of plead in this cause on or before the 7th day of Auguat

judgement by
fault will be rendered
you in this suit and the allega- A. D. 1913,

tions in plaintiff's complaint will
be taken as confessed.
W. A. Gillen water is the at-

torney for the plaintiff, and his
business address is Clovis, New
Mexico.

Witness my hand and the seal
of said court at Clovis, New
Mexico, this 23rd day of June
A. D. 1913.
A. L. A WALT,

County Clerk.

By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.

(Seal.)

Legal Blanks

J26-Jyl- 7

.

:

Warranty

Mortgages, Quit Claim
Chattle and Mortgage
Bills of Sale, Contracts
and other legal blanks for sale
tf.
at the News office.
Deeds,
Deeds.
Deeds,

NOTICKFOR rUBI lCATlON

!errtmet,t

of the Interior
3
N M. Maj
Notice la hereby riven that
of Claud. N. M who on
of TmIco. N. I
homestead entry No. OftHO f
Township 4 N..
It Entry Nfl. 0M112 for north east quarter Section
Eaat. Meridian and on May 22nd II
section 22. t mshlp 1 N. Ranire 8
no. 010720 for lota
H.
new Mexico I Hnclpa) Meridian haa filed nollea N. R SS E. haa filed notice o
proof to eajablllh tt ree year proof to eetablle
of Intention U make five-yeibed before Wi
abn
claim to the lai id above described before William
office at Clo-h- e
ner.at his o
J.CutTen. 0. ! Commissioner at his
lay of July
2d day of Sept 1918.
aa wltneaaw:
ilr. Alfred C. Fent. Ed A,
all of Texieo. New
and Office

partrntmt i
at Ft. Rumnar,
1

Tatrgart
10.
, 3,

7

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Non-coland.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
May
1913.
22.
at.
N.
Sumner.
at Ft.
Notice la hereby irien that Samuel E. Hill of
Clovis. N. M. who on July 7. 1909. mad.- - home-tea- d
entry No. 0871 for nwl-- Sec. 28, T. 4 N. R.
84 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tio- n
proof to establish claim
to make three-ye- ar
to the land above deacrlbed, before W. J. Curren.
O. S. Commissioner, at hia office at Clovis, N. M..
on the th day of July 191.
Claimant names aa witnesses".
Malhias E. Wela, Jonathan W. Horn, Fred L.
Ohr. Jonah F. Ohr all of Clovis. N. M.
C. C. Henry. Register.
l to Jy 17th.

Notice for Publication
--

P.

ddltlonel
4
. 4 Tp.
to make
the land
en. U. 8.
I,

8

I

Non-Co- al

11

three-ye-

M29-J- 3

h.h a.

Notice of Suit.
In the District Court of Curry
County New Mexico.
International Life Insurance
Company, plaintiff, vs. Robert
N. Duncan, Defendant
No. 633.
To the Defendant, Robert N.
Duncan:
You will hereby take notice
that a suit has been filed and is
in the District
now pending
Court of Curry county, New
Mexico, in which International
Life Insurance Co., is plaintiff
and you, the said Robert N.
Duncan, are defendant, and
that said suit is numbered 633
on the Civil Docket of said

court
You will further take notice
,
that the general objects of said
suit are as follows: To recover
judgment against you in the
sum of $1100,

interest

attor-

to-wi-

I

N-

buna-fid-

News Building
Clovis,

THE CLOVIS STEAM LAUNDRY
Phone 48.

South Main Street.

PATRONIZE THE

Clovis Cash Grocery Co.
(SUCCESSORS TO BARNARD BROS.

)

and get the best at all times.

Fresh Fruits. Vegetables, Produce
The Blue Front Phone 36 Next door, to P. O.

Empress

Flour

BOYS

GIRLS
FREE!

1st Prize
BICYCLE

Boy's or Girl's 1913 model with

coaster brake.
2nd Prize
GOLD WATCH Boy's 20 - vear case, or
Girl's Chatlelaine guaranteed movement.
EMPRESS COUPONS
Prizes will be given the boy or girl under 14 years of
age who collects the largest number of Empress Coupons
between July 1st and September 1st (Coupons in every
COLLECT

sack of Empress Flour. )
INSTRUCTIONS
Hold your coupons until September 1st then w rite your
name plainly on each coupon and mail in sealed package to
J. A. Latta, Clovis, N. M., and judges will count and award
prizes, Coupons will be returned after contest.

EMPRESS AT ALL GROCERS

J. A. LATTA
Wholesale Dealer

Clovis N. M

e

Curren

Office in
-

to know a great thing
from a small one: Common sense is more valuable
to have than six degrees from a state university.
The wink of satisfaction will be yours if you do business in the LAUNDRY line with
is the ability to judge values

Shake Off Your Rheumatism.
Now is the time to get rid of your rbeumutism.
Try a twenty-liv- e
cent bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and see how quickly your
Sold by
ALL
rheumatic pains disappear.
DRUGGISTS.

neys fees and costs of suit on
account of a promissory note in
the sum of $1000.00 executed by
you on the 28th day of May
1910, payable to the order of
said plaintiff and to foreclose a
and
certain mortgage deed executed
Comfort, Economy
Notice of Contest
SafetyPerfection Oil Cook Department of the Interior. United States by you at even date with said
Office. Fort Sumner. N. M. June 28. note and to secure the same upStoves. Barry Hdw. Co.
1918.
on the following described real
To John O Cain. of Toxic i. N. M
estate, situate in Curry county
hereby
Wiley
Mott,
notified th it
E.
The Best Medicine in the World You are
t:
The
Mexico,
"My little girl had draentery very bad. I who gives Clovis, New Mexico, aa his poet office New
thought she would die. Chamberlain's cholera address, did on Juns 28. 1918. file In this of- North East quarter (NE 1 4)
and Diarrhoea Remedy cured . her and I can fice his duly corroborated application to conof Section 17, Township 2 North
truthfully aay that
think it la the beat test and secure the cancellation of your Homemedicine in the world,'' writes Mrs. William stead E. No. 12161 Serial No. 0586 2 n.aJc Oct. Range 35 East and Lots 10, 11,
- w.
Section 84. Township 5
Or vis. Clare. Mich. For sale by All Druggists 10. 1906. for
10
in West
N M P
Meridian, and 12 in Block
North Range 86 East
and aa grounds for his contest he alleges
Clovis, which
to
Lawn
Addition
that John O'Caln never established a
residence on said land and has totally aba- - irortgage appears
of record in
doned same for over two years last past and
E.
all other
county
for
and
said
next proceeding the date of this contest.
relief in said
You are. therefore, further notified that the proper equitable
said allegations will be taken by this office aa action,
LAND LAWYER
having been confessed bv vou, and vour said enYou will further take notice
try will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before that unless you appear, answer
this office or on appeal. If you fail to file In this
or plead in said suit, on or beoffice within twenty days after the fourth pubAdmitted to practice as
lication of this notice, as shown beliw. your fore the 8th day
of August
answer, under oath, specifically meetlnaT and
agent before U. S. Land
will
by
default
1913,
judgment
responding to these aUeeatkjiis of cunts t, or If
Office and departments at
you fail within that time to file In this of- be rendered
you, and
against
Washington.
fice due proof that vou have served a eot! y of
your answer on the said contestant aUhW m plaintiff will apply to the court
person or by registered mall. If thto nrviec I) for the
Eight years experience
relief prayed for in his
made by the delivery of a copy of youi '
.r complaint filed in said suit.
as U. S. Commissioner
to the contestant In person, proof of tw.n service must be either the said contea tan ' J, Itten
You will further take notice
and two years as Register
acknowledgment of his receipt of the vou,
Harry L. Patton. whose
U. S. Land Office at Fort
that
showing the date of ita receipt or the aPsdavtt
of the person by whom the delivery was made business and post office address
Sumner.
stating when and where the oopy eras delivered;
Mexico, is attor
if made by registered mail, proof of such ser- is Clovis, New
Legal documents of all
vice most consist of the affidavit of the stsrspa) ney for plaintiff in said suit.
kinds carefully drawn.
by whom the copy was mailed stating when a;.d
In Witness Whereof. I
the post office to which It was Twills' e4 thto
affidavit moat be accompanied by the i mast- have hereunto set my hand and
er's receipt for the letter.
of said court
Yea should state In your answer the name of affixed the seal
the post office to which
you desire future no- this, the 24th day of June, 1913.
tices to be sent to you.

Arthur

COMMON SENSE

i

.

nt.H

The News Extends Congratulations to Judge Wolverton.

M. on

Non-coland.
Department of tho Interior. U. S. Land Offlc
Fort Sumner. N. M.. May 22. 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that George S. Tagwart,
22. 1910.
cf Claud N. M. who on April
made Homestead Entry No. 07972 for 8 Sec. 8 T. 4 N. Range 35 Eaat. N. M. P. Meridian,
haa filed notice of Intention to make Three Year
proof to eetabliah claim to the land above defive-yeacrlbed. before William J. Curren. U. 8. Commiaaioner in his office at Clovia. N. M.. on the
1918.
25th day of July.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bert Wheeler of clovia, N M Augusta Koa
Jay M. Marks. William Eyrne all of Claud. N. M 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
c c Henry. Register
George McLean. Paul Jones, Ike Brown, Nel
M2B-JJson Bettis. all of Texico. New Mexico.
R. A. Prenti-w- .
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office a
CONTEST NOTICE
Ft. Sumner. N. M May. 23. 1913.
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
Notice is hereby given that Chriatopher M. Put-maFort
Sumner. N. it. June 9, 1913.
of Clovia. N. M. who on Dee. 15. 1909. made
To Carter T. Grenataad. of Canadian. Ok la.
SW
for
07881
entry
Number
homestead
Con tea tee:
8 N Range 84
Sec Zand BE 1- Sec. 8 Tp.filed
notice of In You are hereby notified that William W. Pipkin,
East N. M. P. Meridian, has
ten tion to make three year proof to establish claim who gives Claud. N. M.. as his post office ad
to the land above described, before William J. dress, did on May 12, 1913 file in this office
Curren, U. S. Commiaaioner, at hia office at Clovia
duly corroborated
his
application
to con-te- at
N. M.. on the 28th day of July 1918.
Claimant name as witnesses:
and secure the cancellation
of your
M.
John
I.
Barnett.
Enoch C. Church. Delmar
homestead entry No.
serial No. 06676
M
N.
made Jan. 18. 1908. for lots 3 and 4 sac. 4. town-shiVafner. Francis D. Ford, all of Clovia.
M29-Jl- y
C. C. Henry. Register
3
4 north range 85 east, N. M. P. Meridian,
and aa grounds for his consist, he aUegtes that
you never eatabl ished residence on the land.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
Notice for Publication
having been conf eased by you, and your said
Non coal land
entry will be cancelled
thereunder without
office
land
U.
8.
Department of the Interior.
your furthe. right to be heard therein, either
1913.
May
17.
at Fort Sumner. N. if..
before this office or on appeal. If you fail to file
Notice to hereby given that Charles R. Sherman
in this office within twenty days sifter the
1910
8.
Aug.
on
who
Mexico,
of Clovia. New
of
notice.
this
fourth publication
0822
antry
No.
homestead
made
shown
your answer.
below,
un
for Ove 8E1-- 4 See. 20. Township 1 N. Range
inof
Bled
notice
has
I
specifically
oath,
der
lies tlux and reBDotidlng
MEaet N. M. P, Meridian
'
teniion to dusb iuic-to these allegations of contest, or if you fall
J"
iiah claim to the land above described before
W. J. Curren. United State Ckmunlaaloner in within that time to file In this office due proof
day
of
M
on
4th
Clovia,
the
N.
that you have served a copy of your answer
hto office at
August 1918.
on the said contestant either in person, or by
UMumanl names aa witnesses:
registered
mail. If this service to made by the
Walter.11D. ...Ruddle . James
Nicholas..
w-- tl
.11
uaS.Walter
'lvi N U delivery of a copy of your answer to the contestITftlKCI, mims.
wauim,
5.
tb-i- y
10
J u nunry negisier.
ant in person, proof
of
such
service
must be either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showNotice for Publication
ing the date of its receipt or the affidavit of
Non coal land.
the person by whom the delivery was made
Department of the Interior. U. S. land office at stating when and where the copy was deliverMay 27th. 1918.
Fort Sumner. N.
UAiM u
rlvn that Walter A. Hurlbut. ed; if made by registered mall proof of such ser
of Texico. N. M.. who on June 18th, 1910, made vice must consist of the affidavit of the person
Kntrv No. 08120 for N. W. 4
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
Section 20. Township
. North the post office to which
8. W
i Meridian
it was mailed, and this
Principal
M.
N.
Kaat.
Rai.Ml7
must be accompanied by the post
to
make affidavit receipt
haa filed notice of Intention
master's
for
the
letter.
land
to
the
claim
proof,
establish
year
to
three
you should state in your answer the name of
above deacrlbed. before W. J. Curren. United
post
office
you desire future noto
the
Clovia
which
off
at
In
lea.
hto
States Commisloner
tices to be sent to you.
New Mexico, on the 1st day ot August 1913.
C.
C.
Henry.
Register
witnesses:
aa
Claimant names
Preston Gray. James F. Gray, Alvln Brook Date of 1st Publication
June 19. 1913
shire. Joseph Watson, all of Texieo, N. M.
2nd
U
C. C. Henry. Register.
3rd
July
JK-j- ylO
Henry.
Register.
C.C.

at

Another Land Grant Case
Won by the Settlers.

Hurrah for Judge Wolverton of
Portland Oregon, who signed a
decree last week in the Southern
C. C. Henry. Reartster.
Pacific railroad land grant case
forfeiting to the U. S. governNotice For Publication
ment 2,075,616 acres of land in
.am).
Department of the Interior.
8 land office the Willamette Valley Oregon.
Ft Sumner N. M., May. 82. 19 3.
Notice is hereby given that ajatthew P. Martin. The decree of forfeiture is based
oTexleo, N. Mex Rt. 2, who, on July 28th
1308. made homestead entry, serial
247 for
no.
on the failure of the Southern
thwest quarter, section 20 townxhln b north
range 37 Bast, New Mexico Principal meridian Pacific company to sell to sethas filed
to make
of
intention
notice
Anal
proof, to establish ?laim to the tlers the land granted by Conland above described
before C. A. Sch curlch
U. S. CufTiioiMML.iiM.
at hia uinW at gress in 1870 at a stipulated
Clovis. New Mexico, on the 24th day of July
1913.
price of $2.50 per acre. The case
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Franklin E. LovetL Dor H Hnklen Robert N. will go to the United States suFields. Charles Fields, all of Texico. N. M.
preme court.
C. C. Henry, Register
The senoir editor of this paper
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
extends congratulations to the
Non coal land
Department of the Interior U. H. Land Office Judge and settlers, being as we
at Ft Sumner, N M Junll 1918.
had the same kind of a fight
Notice is hereby given that Thomas A. Slater,
with
the same company in south15.
of Texieo. N. M.. who
on Sept.
1911
made
Entry Serial No. west New Mexico 25 years ago.
Homestead
014733 for northwest
section 81 T. 5. north
We won, however, but it took
R. 87. east N. M. P. Meridian. haa Sled notice of
Intention to make
proof to establish all the democratic red hair and
claim to the land above described before William
averdupois of President
J. Curren. United States Commissioner, in his the
office at rtovls. N. M.. on the 21at day of July Grover Cleveland to do it.
M29-Jy-

C. C. Henry. Register.

made
and 4

I. M.

I

Mexico.

Office

I

t Ft. Sumner.

New Mexico.

N

Daw of first
..
second
., ,. third
H

..

fourth

a A.

Prentice. Reg Utter
V. Galleges. Receiver.
j
publication
July 10. 'i V

"

"
"

IT,

4
ai.

.

A. L. AWALT,

County Clerk of Curry County and Clerk of the District
Court for said County.
(Seal.)
J26-Jyl- 7

"A Summer Suit That Suits You
Cleaning and Pressing
a Specialty
E. A. GURLEY & CO.

G. V. STEED
Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
i

Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

52
j

The Same Steady Old Gash and Sight
Exchange Account
Varying only $10,000 from our lowest to our highet amounts
during 1913 and always over 48 per cent of our deposits.
But in addition to our large cash on hand we invite investigation to our substantial securities on loans. Always willing to
accomodate those worthy of accomodation; yet we protect
our depositors with the best security obtainable.
Every director as well as officer of this Bank takes an especial
pride in the establishment and all are working in harmony for
the best interests of our customers
Don't use the old stocking or the tin box for your deposits but
place them where "rust doth not corrupt or thieves break in."

.....

The GLGVIS NATIONAL BANK
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

George' Hosmer Honored.

George E. Hosmer of Fort
Morgan Colorado, but formerly
of Trinidad, Colorado, has been
of the
elected
National Press Association which
held its meeting at Colorado
Springs last month.
About twenty years ago this
scribe and George used to conDemoduct
AniLas
in
newspapers
cratic
Senator
alas,
but,
county,
mas
Barela flopped to the opposition
when our 'political ambitions
together with our
was no longer wanted.
We quit, and came back to New
Mexico and started a town and
a newspaper in honor ot President Cleveland's mother-in-laMrs. Folsom, at Fo'l3om, New
Mexico. Since then we had lost
track of our pioneer compadre,
Bro. Hosmr, and congratulate
him upon the bigb honor conferred upon him by the editors
of the nation.
Vice-Preside-

EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN

t"

w

R. R. Men Strike

for Higher Wages.

New York. July 8. -- By an
overwhelming vote, one hundred thousand conductors and
trainmen on fifty four eastern
railroads voted to strike. The
result of the vote was announced this afternoon after a three
hours conference, at which both
sides refused to recede from
their, original positions. The
men are demanding more money
and an adjustment of working
conditions. The date for the
strike has not been set but will
be decided upon next Saturday.
Acco'.iTng to the announceper cent of
ment, ninety-fou- r
in
favor of
were
cast
votes
the
calling the strike unless their
demands were granted.

is in Clovis every day and is
fully prepared and equipped
to do all eye, ear, nose and
throat work, such as adenoids, turbinates,
tonsils,
etc. at moderate prices.

BEGINNING SUNDAY, JULY 13
AT THE BAPTIST CHURCH
AND CONTINUING INDEFINITELY.
ALL
OF THE
CHURCHES AND, INDIVIDUAL

nt

"Long-Felt-Wan-

DR7 A.L T5ILLON

T. O. REESE, Evangel

tt

CHRISTIANS OF THE CITY
ARE INVITED TO SHARE THE
LABOR AND BLESSINGS OF
THE MEETING.

American Bank Notes.
The Receiver for the American Bank has not yet been named but Judge Richardson is expected here today (Thursday)
in which event "It is thought
that he will appoint the Receiver.
The information obtainable is
not official and will not be until such appointment is made.
The News has again learned
since last issue, that there was
a small amount of cash and sight
exchange on hand at the time
the bank closed, but that all the
special fund containing deposits
taken on the last day the bank
did business, was refunded to
v. h
the ' depcaitois,
were
railroad employes.
It is argued by some that unless the depositors are paid in
full, then criminal proceedings
may follow
and this appears
to be the shape affairs have
taken at present.

Union Mortgage Company as
Keceiver ot the American bank
and trust oo.. which was recently closed by the State Bank
Examiner.
Mr. Dennis will remove the
bank records to the office of the
Union Mortgage Co.. opposite
the News office on Grand Ave.,
where he has more commodious
quarters. The appointment of
Mr. Dennis, who is one of our
most conservative business men,
meets with the general satisfaction of the depositors.

Astrologer.
Can tell past, present,

future,

state color of hair, send birth-dat- e
in full. Trial reading 25c
Life reading 75c. -- Mxa. Annie
Ida Criswell, Decherd, Tenn.
Does your piano sound different to what it was when new?
Or have you an organ that
you think gone? Try an expert
who b here for the summer

Dennis Appointed Receiver. visiting, from Oklahoma City.
The Latest news is to the ef- You need not write if you
fect that late Thursday after- want a cheap John hold of your
noon Judge Granville A. Rich- instrument. -- T. Q. Cates, Claud
ardson announced the appoint- N. M. (Care of W. S. Hall.)
ltpd
ment of C. E. Dennis of the

I

GLASSES

PROPERLY FITTED AND

guaranteed at reduced' prices.
. J J

J.

P. SCHOLF1ELD,

Sinner

a,
a.

J

jt ! Jt Jt Jt Jt Jt

Jt J jl

j Jl

Money! Money! i
We want youi-fa- rm
loans. Can handle
.them on short no-

1

Don't fail to Ri'gn the petition
asking for the IMMEDIATE
tice.
appointment of VV. D. McBee as
a
See us at once!
Register of the U. S. L3nd
Office at Fort Sumner.
Mr. ty
The
McBee is a Clovis man and is
Union Mortgage Co.
a
thoroughly competent.
,4jl jt jt Jt Jl Jtjl Jt Jl Jl Jt JC Jt Jt Jt Jl
RELIABILITY

PHONE 254

BERT CURLESS
High Grade and Artistic

House Painting
Interior Finishing. Decorating, Tinting, Wall Papering. Etc.
Work Promptly Executed. Your Patronage Solicited.
"
NEW MEXICO.
CLOVIS

PARISH

k
k
k

Candy Kitchen and k
k
k
News Stand
k
in

k
Sweets for all tastes, and Magazines, Newspapers kk
k
and Periodicals of all kinds.
.

k

OTAMTON

I

I

BLEANOR
INGRAM
o

lLo

Game anJAeContBg
erciirv dc.

,

l

i

i

Justus iyL

FKEMRIC TOORNBUKGH

They worked rapidly, both for practice and from force of habit The
Duplex roared past at a leisurely gait
while they were busy, Its driver waving a hand in sympathetic greeting.
Floyd paused to wave a response, and
presently the Mercury sped after it
rival.
Before ten o'clock they had lost another tire.
"Those tire in yet?" demanded
Stanton, when be again drew up before the repair pit
The harassed assistant manager
hook his head, exhibiting a sheaf of
yellow telegrams.
"Not yet The Ruby Company telegraphs that they shipped the order
last week by express; the express
company telegraphs that they sent the
carload on from Chicago two days ago
and It must be here."
"The freight car must have been
left in the New York yards, instead of
being sent out here." deduced Stanton
exasperatedly.
"New York says It Isn't there."
"Perhaps they shipped the order to
the Mercury factory by mistake."
Floyd suggested.
Mr. Oreen looked at him in scorn.
"Of course I 'phoned there first of
all. The chief say they are not there,
either, and to telegraph all along the
line until we trace the car."
"Have you done it?" Stanton

quired to make the search for th
To the hotel the answer continued
missing car and report the result t
Long Island.
After four o'clock, the roads were
again open for practice until sunset
The Mercury went out for a couple of
circuits, and lost another tire by skidding on a turn. After that th ear
stood beforo Its camp, "Afraid of
wearing out her last pair of shoes."
Floyd Informed solicitous questioner.
"Can't you buy them
omewher
lse?" chared the irritated Stanton.

SOLON AVOIDS LONG SESSION
Representative Henry Desiring to End
Meeting Tall Story That Stops
Man's Long Speech.
Representative Henry, at a political
meeting In Waco, dealrlng to draw m
rather protracted session to a close,
when a man rose and said pompously:
"I wish to offer a few remarks, and
these I will subdivide into twelve
heads."
But here Mr. Henry, his eye twinkling, interrupted:
"Gentlemen," he aald, "let me tell
you a atory. A man waa lurching
home very late the other evening,
much the worse for a bachelor' supper or something of that aort. He
came to a clock tower, and paused and
looked up at the illuminated dial to
see the time. As he did so. the clock
began to strike. One two three-f- our
the Inebriate listened, counting
the strokes carefully, and when, at
last, twelve sounded, he said, a he
prepared to stagger on again:
"Dura you hie why couldn't you
have said that all at once?' "
Amid loud laughter Mr. Henry sat
down, a id the pompous man made a
much shorter speech than he had

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Mr. Falrchlld's Distinction.
Mr. George W. Falrchltd Is among

the best gowned women In the conr ft
gressional set In Washington
On
Stanton exclaimed something ugly
I
of her dinner gown
a model on
6VNOPSI3.
and bung up the receiver with a snap.
which the ceremonial robea of the
Bailey was a fool, he mentally sneered,
summer will be built It Is a trained
At the beginning of great automnhlle
see the mechanician of the Mercury, and Oreen waa another, and he himrobe of heavy cream satin, with panlantern's machine, dropa dead. Strange self the third. As for Miss Carlisle,
els of blue chiffon extending back,
youth. Jeaae Floyd, volunteera,
la ac- he had not seen or
and
heard of her since
cepted
in the rcat durlni tho twenty-lou- r
front and on the side from the low-cu- t
hour race Stanton meets a stranger. the trip to Indiana. No more orchid
bodice and ending at the bent In
Miss Carlisle, who Introducea heraelf. The and laurel.
He smiled In sardonic reMercury win
tassels of crystal and cut steel head.
race. Stanton
receive!
iiuirors irom Mlaa Carllale. which ho Ik lief and went to open a window to
Th diamond necklace
which Mr.
"" n. enanton
meeta Mlaa Carllale on a
tra
They alight to take walk, and the pungent October air.
Falrchtld wear with many of her
Floyd
would
see
he
at the course ana
Stanton and Mlaa Carllale
irfi
ceremonial gowns .'
th prevailfollow In auto. Accident by which Stan- begin the work which
Intoxicated him
ing style in resembling a delicate patton la hurt la myaterloua. Floyd, at lunch
WW
Stanton, telle of hla boyhood. Stan- as it does all those who once acquire
tern of lace. It Is about three Inches
ton again meeta Miss Carllale and they the fearless mastery of a
car at high
In width and fits as w. ugly a a glove
'ogetner. Stanton cornea to track
. .
'ck out makes race. They have accl speeds and taste the strong exciteant. Floyd
hurt, but not seriously. At
A Cruel Retort
dinner Floyd telle Stanton of hla twin ment of the racing game. He drew a
elater, Jeaalra. Stanton becomee very 111 breath of anticipated
exhilaration;
"I'm afraid of woman suffrage,"
and loses conaclouaneaa. On recovery, at this waa the ground where he and
HEAD A MASS OF PIMPLES
said Little Blnks. "My wife is a milihla hotel Stanton recelvea Invitation and
Floyd stood closest in understanding
vlalta Jessica. They o to theater togethsuffragette,
up
I am
tant
to
doing
got
now.
but
a
"I'm
it
I've
far
due
er, and meet Mlaa Carllale. Stanton and and where Jessica could never come.
west a Utlca and each freight yard Julius Caesar In my house."
Hyattsvllle, Md. "My little hoy wa
Floyd meet again and talk business.
But he wished that she had not
They agree to ooerate automobile factory
having them."
"I guess you are, Blnks, I guess you
taken with an Itching on the scalp.
as partnera. Floyd becomes auspicious of looked so strangely grave and wistful, denies
'We'll go to lunch, Floyd. The an are," said Wiggles. "There ain't There wa an kahy plate on bis head
Btanlon. again vlalta Jea- - that evening.
"'
It troubled him.
na mey become last Irienda.
swers will come in meanwhile."
many deader ones than Julias Caesar about the sire of a
t
piece, and
There was a hotel near-by- .
which in this world." Harper's Weekly.
the hair was falling from this place
CHAPTER XI.
CHAPTER X (Continued).
Mr. Qreen made bis headquarter, and
by the roots. In about ten day all
"Jes and I do not tire of our
where Stanton and Floyd choae to
Lawyer for th Apache.
over hi head were these ahy spot
Th tast Race.
stay. A good many of the other drivfriends," she rebuked. "But beyond
One Paris lawyer has had his name which looked like ringworm, but were
"Say, Floyd, got a spare fire ex- ers and officials also remained for that
that, how can any one tell what will
off the rolls because It was disporous-liktruck
The itching and burning
night
happen? We can Just live our beat tinguisher in your camp?"
covered that he acted a the regular made hint scratch a great deal. HI
guess
"I
gay
cafled
so,"
a
rippling
every day and wait to see further.
"I'd run Into little old New York," legal adviser to the "apache" fraterhead
gotten so that it wa Just a
the drlvtr of th Atalanta car ex- - nity, from which he drew $6,600 in- - mass had
Sometimes things get twisted wrong." voice across the gray dawn mist
mattery
of
little pimples ail
throw
"Just
into
it
the
next
pit plained to Stanton, "only I'm afraid it nually In fee. One day he waa en-- heaped
"What is the matter? What Is twiston each othr, and when I took
then; Jack's whistling again."
ed wrong. Miss Floyd?"
off his night-cap- ,
A
th hair and flesh
head appeared from the
She shook her head, smiling across third tousled
came off at the same time. I really
In the row of repair pita.
her shoulders at him.
thought he would lose his whole scalp.
"Let Floyd alone, he'd
hear
"Nothing nothing but me. Only I me whistle than you talk," rather
He couldn't sleep for Ave week, U
the
Jeered
feel disgustingly gloomy
as If offender. "Besides, he's working. Is
would Itch and burn until I thought
Jes and I were very far apart Never it true, Floyd, that you can make a
be would go into convulsions.
mind, I wish you all good luckand worn-ou- t
"I used different soaps and aalvea
taxlcab motor run like a new
victory for the race."
to no satisfaction. Then I decided to
foreign engine? Some one told me
"What was that song you: were sing- so."
use the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment.
ing on tho first day I came here?" he
Finally I noticed be began to sleeo all
"Why, yes. Jack; but I haven't any
asked Irrelevantly.
night. I used one cake of Cutlcura
time to fix your car now," came the
Soap and one box of Cutlcura OintShe hesitated, then struck a few sweet reply. "Come crank the Merchords upon the piano. "That?"
ment and he was entirely cured. He
cury for me, one of you, I want to
"Yes. Will you sing It to me, hear her run."
has a' better growth of hair now than
now?"
he had at first." (Signed) Mr Ida
One of the laughing mechanics ran
S. Johnson, Mar. S6, ma.
With her charming trick of prompt forward, but paused as a tall figure
obedience, she at once seated herself advanced from the shadow of the
Cutlcura 8oap and Ointment sold
Ahroijraout the world. Sample of each
at the Instrument.
stand
.
free, with
fToyd wraigufefiear up Iroin bending
Skin took. Addrea
if was no ofu aie classTcTio" Tove-n- r
poet-car- d
song, that the
"Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boaton, '
contra! over the unbooded motor, shlnlag-eyeAdv.
to voice braided Into Stanton's memand vividly aglow in the raw, salt
ory, to be in the near future a torture air that swept across the bare Long
Venerable Nag.
more acute than physical pain and per- Island meadows.
When the smart drummer got off
sonal grief.
"Stanton!" he gladly welcomed, and
the train a hickvlile hi attention
stripped oft a rubber glove to give
wa attracted by an ancient cab be"Oft, In the stilly night
greeting; Floyd was girlishly careful
Ere slumber's chain hath bound ma.
tween tbe shafts of which was
of his hands and always protected
Fond memory brings the light
g
propped
nag be had
Of other days around ma."
them during work when possible.
ever seen,
old negro wa dozing
"I Just arrived here, by train," the
on the box.
That was the quaint stiff melody of
"Do you want to
fifty years before, that Jessica Floyd other explained.
"Hey!" yelled the drummer, "ain't
take the car out?"
sung to Stanton before they parted.
you afraid your horee will shy at ac
you're
"When
ready."
On reachlns home, an hour later,
auto and run away?"
"I am ready now. Oet aome warm
Stanton found a letter awaiting him things
"No., sah," ireplled tbe Jehu. "Dl
on, it is going to be chilly un- from the assistant manager, Qreen. It
hawss is got sense. He don't ahy at
Is out."
sun
tlll
the
was dated from Long Island, and reno automobeele. Why, he didn't even
It was not an emotional meeting but
minded him that the course would be
shy at railroad train when dey fust
men
were
both
content
Staaton
had
open for the last day's practice next
come out"
thrill
felt
the
of
relief
pleasure
and
morning during the early hours.
upon seeing
mechanician which
"The car Is at last ready, and if surprised him his
Hidden.
into recognition of how
you see Jes Floyd, tell him that we
"She ha a beautiful cpmplexlon,
much
uneasiness
the
Incident
of
the
can not get along without blm any night
hasn't she?"
before had caused blm.
longer," ran the concluding sentence.
"I don't know; I have never autu
You will have to be kind to the
Stanton put down the letter, frown- tires." Floyd warned, as
without her make-up- "
her
be
compiled
ing at it in irritated astonishment with the directions.
"We have only
(Had not Floyd gone to prepare for the got
The mint is limited lp its material
one extra set here. The shipment
race, with Oreen and by his direct or- for thefor making money, but a trust can
race hasn't arrived yet"
der? How then could he. Stanton.
make money out of any old thing.
Why not?"
know anything about his mechanician
"Goodness knows. Mr. Oreen haa
and why did not Oreen know every telegraphed to the tire company. I
thing? Possibly Floyd had been kept suppose they will be along
or
Floyd Paused to Wave a Response.
at the Mercury factory; but in that
at the worst"
case Oreen would surely have sent
"I should hope so. Heady?"
ain't healthy to go through Brooklyn gaged to defend an apache In a sub- there for him. instead of trusting to
"Just about Oh, they all say that so often."
urban court
the faint chance of Stanton's encoun- your triiU for speeding In Pelham
Hi client was not satisfied with the
tering him. Of course Floyd must be Parkway took place day before yester to come all that afternoon, until Mr.
Green and the office were snowed over lawyer' procedure la the case, and
ready to1 go out for the delayed prac- day."
by strips of yellow paper. The larger after a heated argument outside the
tice work next morning Stanton ro .,
"It did."
the city and the more crowded its
the client threw the lawyer Into
If you have not perfect
impatiently; of course he would be
Floyd stopped In the act of ascend freight yard, the longer the time re- - court
the River Marue.
ready.
digestion, liver activity
log to his seat
A thought like a needlepiick halted
"You didn't tell Jessica," he re
and bowel regularity.
across the room, a proached.
him when half-wa- y
These should be daily
wild fancy. Could it be conceived
'How do you know?" queried Stan
credible that Valerie Carlisle did wlah ton, astoulBuad.
functions in order to
"I saw her late last night, on my
to prevent the Mercury car from racmaintain health.
ing, and. falling to reach the driver, way here. What did tbey do to you?"
a whole. If he notice any detail, it
by
to
Judge
External,
Prone
We
Are
I
might attempt to keep away the mech"Flued me all the law allowed
apt to be a sign that something is
Declares Harrison Fisher, th
anician she knew to be so valuable? which the Mercury Company paid
wrong. CarelesBness, however, in the
Artist.
Famou
He recalled bis own strange Illness on and suggested the wisdom of not doing
dress of either men or women, Is
the eve of the Massachusetts
usually betrayed by detail.
rate. it again. I didn't suppose Miss Floyd
by
prone
Judge
to
us
of
We
are
all
impulse
beyond
an
On
restrain, he would be interested In police court de
Suppose that we ourselves have o
copy
In
training
early
our
externals,
turned to his telephone; there would tails Oet in "
developed our mind and aensiblll
far
says
notwithstanding,
book maxims
be some one to tell him of Floyd at
The morning's work had begun.
ties
that we form our opinions by
the factory, for It was working night
It waa always a course race, the Harrison Fisher in Dress
what Is, and not by what seems, are
will help you when those
Kmellno may have a lovely disposi- we not In constant
Cup event and in many places the
and day to fill Its orders.
embarrassment
"Ye. 337 French wood," the thin way lay over hastily prepared country tion, but that cannot hide tbe fact explaining our cureless friends to othorgans become weak and
voice finally came along the wire. roads. Here and there men were still tbt there are knots in her shoe er who are less condoning? It Is a
lazy. We urge a triaf to"Yes. Mercury. Mr. Stanton? Walt." at work, banking turns or smoothing strings, and though Beatrice sings very human failing tp wish our friend
day. Insist on Hostetter's.
The iusirument roared vilely; he the ground. On the second time like an angel, ber gown fastens most to appear well, a kind of vanity. If you
knew it was the din of the huge en around, the Mercury struck an edged untidily. Emetine's friend might be like, In proving th excellence of our
glues he heard across thirty miles of stone and lost a tire with a sharp re almost aa sweet tempered a "he Is if own taste. There Is no law requlriug
port Stanton drew up by the road her boots were not enough tp make us to placard our qualities to open
distance.
"Hello." another voice took up, side, and Floyd ran back to pitch th them crops. No less would the songs view, How ran our fellow mortal
The Man Who Put the
through the drono. "Stanton?
of Beatrice stir mors heart
without get any Idea of us at the start of acThis mischief making rock into the Held
E
T
What? Oh, why Floyd's
"George and Palmer are out;" be oh tbe distraction
of gaping book and quaintance except by tbe eye?
Is Mr Ualley
gone
there was a blauk clicking eerved. returning. "They might curae missing button. Externals do count,
Look for This Trade Mark Pio.
lure oo IDe Label wbeu buy ing
Long Island toulgbt." was faint- to grief on it too. Ilealriaa wo ntir. however broad we may tbink
our
She Leads.
ALLEN'S FOOT-EA- SE
"He'll be on his Job when selves uilgbt bit it again. I Ilk a vtews to be.
ly resumed
"How do they get along together as
you need him. Stanton; go a bit easy track race."
The Autiwpiic
for TenIt Is a common observation that a man and wife?"
der. Aching Ftel. Sold every.
no i he poor kid He Isn't a machine."
"So do I. How many tire leftr
"Oh. tandem."
nan get an ImpreMion of a thing a
where. 2
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USE STRAWBERRY

AS FLAVOR

Hew This Mott Popular of Alt Summer
Fruits May Be Put to the
Beet Use.
Old

Fashioned

Strawberry

"KING

THIS WOMAN

Father Emmanuel Rougler, known
in the South Pacific as "king of the
Fanning Islands," was among the passengers on a liner from Honolulu.
The Islands of Christmas and Fanning were sold recently by Father
Rougler to a British syndicate for

WHEN STANDING

few drops of oil of lavender scattered through a bookcase is said to
preserve the books from mold In damp
weather.
To prevent the contents of a kettle
boiling over on the stove, wipe the In
side of the kettle around the top with
butter.
In making a cocoanut pie or custard
soak the cocoanut in the milk for a
few minutes before adding the other
Ingredients.
As soon as tongue is boiled tender
it should have cold water run over" it
for a minute; then the skin will slip
Off easily.
When furniture does not actually
need polishing It Is a good Idea to wipe
oft thoroughly with a cloth dipped in
Unseed oil.
There comes an iron stand provided
with a clamp. If this is fastened securely to the Ironing board or table
there will be less danger of the Iron
slipping off on the floor.
Whiteflsh may be had good almost
throughout the year, but they are in
their prime early In the year. The
whiteflsh is light and delicate, and In
choosing It you must examine whether
the fins and flesh be firm.

"I am still interest in Christmas
and Fanning Islands, which I sold to
a British- - syndicate. They are nov;
being developed for copra on a large
scale." Father Rosgler la the owner
of other coral dots in the far south
seas, which are rich In copra and
phosphates and which he appears to
dispose of as a reai estate dealer
might a corner lot.
Fathrr Hougler went to the south
Pacific Islands as a missionary a quarter of a century ago. His life's his
tory among the natives has been one
of adventure and evangelical work
amorg the wild tribes.
Father Rougler, who is said to be
worth more than one million dollars,
is known all through the south Pacific and the antipodes, where he occasionally pops up after a quiet sojourn in Europe.
The romance of the south seas
clings to him wherever he goes, and
although he makes frequent trips to
the outside world, he alwayB returns
to the Isle dotted waters of the tropics.
It Is said that Fathpr Rougler knows
more about the strange islands that
Jut above the bosom of the Pacific
south of Honolulu than any other
white man who has been In the wa
ters. He knows their location and
has visited the majority of them. Fa
ther Rougler wears the garb of his
clerical vocation, whether in the cap
itals of Europe or In a copra grove of
some distant Islet.

Peppernuts.
Four pounds brown sugar, one
pound ctt
pound currants,
pound almonds, one quart
ran, one-hal- f
buttermilk, one tablespoon each of
ground cloves, allpsice, soda and salt,
two tablespoons coreander, one teaspoon each mace, pepper and grated
hartshorn. Pour botllrg water over almonds and remove skins. Chop citron, currants and nuts very flne and
put them in the pan with the sugar
Stir
and spices sprinkled on top
hartshorn into one pint sifted flour,
add buttermilk and enough flour to
make as stiff as bread dough and roll
it long. Cut In small pieces and make
round as a marble. Put these In tins
one and a half Inches apart and bake
brown. This amount will make about
half a bushel.
one-fourt- h

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times In ten when the liver it
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly com
.
pel a lazy liver to
ADTr-Udo its duty.
MsiiTTir
Cures Con-- Jm
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itipation, In.
digestion,
Sick
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Absolutely Unique.
"Hear me one moment, madam!
said the peddler at the front door. "I
have not been rendered incapable of
active exertion by any sort of sad
accident; I have not been laid up six
months with Inflammatory rheumatism; I have not lost my situation on
account of my religious principles; I
am trot a poor man, out am aoing
pretty well In my line of business;
have not a wife and three children de
pendent on me for support, for I am a
contented bachelor, happy in the possession of no living relaUves; I am
not studying for the ministry; your
next-doo- r
neighbor did not mention
your name to me; I never "
"Step in," Interrupted the weary
woman, witn a deep sign or rener. t
have been waging for you for the last
ten years. Step In I don't care what
you're selling, whether it's horn combs
or clothes wringers. I'll buy. And If
you'd like a cup of coffee or a glass
of good, hard cider, just say so. Step
in don't bother to wipe your feet!
Puck.
1

1

HI

For
That
Picnic

1400,000.

QJJSEHOLD
H UUESHONS
A

by

Worth $1,000,000.

HAD MUCH PAIN

mixing bowl, add half teaspoon ful of
well. Chop In three larg
tablespoon butter. Dissolve one level
teaspoon soda In a little hot water and
add with a well beaten egg to on Tells How Lydia E. Pinkham's
large cnp sour cream br rich soui
milk and one tablespoon sugar. Mix Vegetable Compound made
well together with a spatula or flexHer a WeU Woman.
ible knife, but do not handle more than
Is necessary.
Roll lightly and quickly
Into two thin sheets.
Chippewa Falls. Wis.-- "!
Bake In well
have al
greased tin. Lay one sheet brushed ways had great confidence in Lydia EL
with butter.
When done separate
Pfnkbams Vegetathem and cover the lower half with a
ble Compound as I
thick layer of crushed and sugared
found it very good
strawberries. Place the second shortfor organic troubles
cake on top of berries, cover with
and recommend it
whole berries, dust with powdered
highly. I had dis
sugar and serve with thick cream.
placement, backSweet milk and bakhig powder can aaaaaaVaaaaaaaal ache and pains
be used Instead of sour milk and soda.
when standing on
my feet for any
Strawberry Charlotte Russe Cake
length of time, when
Whip one pint cream until the print
I began to take the
of the whip is discernible.
Then add
medicine, but I am
enough bar sugar to sweeten, whip in
the whites of two eggs and flavor with In fine health now. If I ever have those
strawberry.
Spread this on layers of troubles again I will take Lydia E. Pink- Mrs.
sponge or any nice cake and over the ham's Vegetable Compound. "
whole tumble a box of hulled straw- Ed. Ferron, 816 High St., Chippewa
berries. Pour over this the pint of Falls, Wisconsin.
whipped cream and serve from large
Providence, R. I. "I cannot speak
platter.
Veg
too highly of Lydia E.
Strawberry Foam Mash one cup etable Compound as Pinkham's
it has done won
hulled berries and pass through a ders for me and I would
not be without
sieve. Beat one cup cream until stiff
I had organic displacement and
It
and the whites of two eggs until dry. bearing down pains and backache and
Gradually beat Into them half a cup was thoroughly run down when I took
powdered sugar and continue beating Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comuntil very stiff.
Then fold In the pound. It helped me and I am in the
cream and strawberry juice; set on best of health at present I work in a
Ice to chill and serve very cold In thin factory all day long besides doing my
glasses.
housework so yon can see what it has
done for me. I give you permission to
publish my name and I speak of your
Vegetable Compound po many of my
f riends. " Mrs. Abril, Lawson, 126
Lippltt St, Providence, R. I.

salt and mix

ISLANDS"

Father Emmanuel RoOglsr, Known
the Above Title, 8sld to Be

Bhort

cake Pot four cups rifted flour Into

OF FANNING

vtKm
mi
i

Headache,

and Distreea After Eating.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

to insure complete success take
along a case of

The satisfying beverage in field
or forest; at home or in town.
As pure and wholesome as it ii
temptingly good.

Refreshing

Delicious
Thirst-Quenchin-

g
At

Demand the Genuine
Refute substitutes.

Soda

Fountains

or Carbon

tend toe Free BmUk.

THE

COCA-COL-

ated in Bottlet.

COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.

A

The Blnksea Can't Kick.
The teacher Is endeavoring .to explain to her class of youngsters some
laws governing supply
of the
and demand.
"And now, Johnnie Blnks, I will illustrate. Often, no doubt, you have
heard your father complain of the
high coet of living, haven't youf"
"No, ma'am, I haven't. Pa dassent.
Pa's a middleman and says if our family knows what's good we'll keep our
mouths shut."
Close Acquaintance.
"Aren't you Interested In aviation?"
"More Interested than ever. I have
studied and experimented till I know
so much about it that I don't feel justified in taking any more chances as
a birdman."

Saskatchewan
Your

Opportunity
In

is MOW
the Provlnoe of

Saskatchewan,
Western Canada
Do Ton desire to eel a
Free llotnetieadof 160
ACKKS of that well
known WhMt. I d th1
Thr am Is becoming more limited
but no 1sb valuable.
NEW DISTRICTS
hare recently been opened up for
settlement, and Into these railroads are now being built. The
rtsT will soon come wben thors

mm

will be no

Free Homestead lnff
land left.
A Swift Current, Saskatchewan,
farmor writes: "I came on any
homerte&d. March 190K. witb about
11.000 worth of horses and machinery, and Just tib In cash. Today I
of whent, 800 acrr-- i
hae .tfla.-rof oat, and 60 acres of flax." Not
bad for six years, but only an Instance of what mar be done In
Western Canada in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Rend at onee for Literature,
Maps, Hallway Rates, etc., to

Planning for Summer.
If you are planning to take a pleas-irSarcastic.
or business trip during the sum-ner- ,
"What is the underworld?"
try setting pillow and "knap"That part of the world that the
sack" ready now. Cravenetted
automobiles run over."
Sun-burage
ninety,
Worthlew,
of
David
Is a good choice for the pillow,
Pa., is being sued for desertion
te it is Impervious to occasional wetQ. A. COOK.
Provided.
eighty.
aged
wife,
by
his
Or the
tings, and can be laundered.
W. tth STREET,
t
KANSAS CITY. MO.
"Do you believe children ought to
of
cover
may
an
extra
pillow
Canadian Government Agent, or
have
gloves?"
with
be
handled
dog
sympathy;
wants
addrens
under
The
Kuperlritend
ml of
smooth linen or silk, to be slipped
I Dtm lg: ration, Ottawa, (tuds.
"YeB, If they're kid gloves."
jver and fastened securely with but- what he wants is assistance.
placed anywBr. atThis should
tons or snap fasteners.
DAISY FLY KILLER tracts
and allli all
be about half a yard square, with
lei. Neat, clean, or- rm
convenient,
mental,
by
upper
corners
strong straps at the
cheap.
La at a all
Made of
which to hang it over the chair top,
iiiioi,
metal, can't aplllor tip
preventing it from slipping down. The
over, w)ll not aotl or
hardly
realize
can
that
We
something
frightful.
is
MORTALITY
NFANT
u ii r
any thing.
knansack 1b Juet a fit bag, with a
per oent.,
of all the children born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o thirty-seveUuarauteed sffeetlT-an
ttout etraD to hold or hang It by, and
din before thev reach one year :
orsaeni
Alldeaters
fir nnarltr
express pM for 11.00.
before
can be made to sling over the shoul
before they are five, and one-haper oent., or more than
T.
HAROLD 80M1R8. 1B0 DeCalb Avs., Brooklya
der, If desired. It should have a tew
they are fifteen I
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save a
tmall pockets on the Inside and a flap
i
majority of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
to fasten down. In this one can carry
HAIR BALSAM
preparations.
narcotic
of
use
by
the
occasioned
deaths
are
infantile
of
these
A
toilet
preparation
of
book,
or
marlt.
other
mall necessities, a
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
For Restorine Color and
articles, which a traveler always finds
They are, in considerable quantities,
more or less opium or morphine.
Beauty to Gr a y or Faded Hair.
a uee for.
Mo. and Si 06 at Dronltte,
In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
deadly poisons.
to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly the teverse, but
Castoria
He Settled.
vou must see that it bears the signature of Ohas. H. Matcher.
ENERGETIC LADY
ONE
causes Ahe blood to circulate properly, opens the
Really," said Charley Cashgo to
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view
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Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of
"You do," Interrupted the tailor.
"An apology for having kept you
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
waiting for your money so long. 8o I
thought I would drop around and pay
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Scorched Linen.
If, when ironing a shirtwaist o.
other white garment, a place should
become scorched, It Is unnecessary to
launder the whole garment, according to Woman's Home Companion.
Lay the scorched portion over a deep
saucer or cup, and with a teaspoon
press the cloth down to the bottom of
the dish while you pour In some boiling water, in a few minutes lift from
the water, wring in a cloth, and let
dry sufficiently to press, after which
you can not tell where the garment
was scorched.
To Destroy Carpet Bugs or Moths,
Mix thoroughly with two quarts of
water three ounces of salt, one ounce
of slum, one ounce of chloride of zinc.
Let It stand over night in a covered
vessel. In the morning pour it care

into another dish, leaving all
edlment behind. To use. dilute this
with two quarts of water, then sprin
kle It over the edges "of the carpet
and to the distance of a foot from the
This will not Injure the carpet,
wall
and is said to be a sure remedy for
the pests.

you"

"Thanks."
"And pay you the apology.
day."

Good

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

dye. One 10c package color, all fibera They dye
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colore.

Colormoregoodbrighte;aridftercolonithn any other

Didn't Touch Her.
Drowned In Kettle.
"I understand young Hobble asked
In a kettle a baby was drowned
at Speeds, near .leffersonvllle, Ind., a for the hand of Munlbags' daughter."
"Any results ?"
few days ago. The child, twelve
"None, so far as Miss Munlbags Is
months old, son of a man named
Baxter, had toddled out on the back c6ncerned."
porch of the house when he fell he.td
kettle, In which
first Into a
Sed Cross Ball Blue will wash double aa
was about four Inches of water. many clothes at toy other Don t put your
there
The Beat Hot Weather Tonlo
mouey
into any other. Adv.
GROVK'S TA8TELKKS chill TONIC enrich,! The child was found in a few minutes,
the blood and builds up the whole system, but was already dead.
and It will wonderfully strengthen and for
His Satanic majesty offers women
tlfy you to wlthaW.nd the depressing effeut
oOe.
of the hot summer.
An International corporation, capi- diamond tiaras Instead of halos.
There are 160,000 teachers In Ger- talised at $100,000,000, is forming In
Sometimes a man is so shiftless
many, only 29,000 being women. The London to exploit Brazil's coal
he Isn't even a successful liar.
that
year.
(960
to
$300
a
from
are
salariea
Appropriate Loss.
"The farmer who came In with me
this morning lost all bis money on a
shell game."
"Did he?"
"Yes, and It was his wife's egg
money, too."
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BOXING
ROUND

At Clovis, N. M., July 16
CARL

MARTY

MORRIS vs. CUTLER
of Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

of Chicago, Illinois.

Second Largest Boxing Contest
Ever Staged in New Mexico

1000 GHOIGE SEATS AT $1.00
Fast Preliminaries
Staged in Big Open Air Arena.
Opening Preliminary at 8:45 Sharp.

12 Rounds.

Carl Morris needs no advertising.
This big fellow is known from coast to
coast a clean fighter a gentleman
and destined to be champion of the
world in 18 months. This may be your
last chance to see the Sapulpa Giant in
in this part of the country.
Reduced Railroad Rates over Santa Fe from Albuquerque and intermediate points; Pecos and intermediate
points; Canadian to Clovis and all intermediate points.

Marty Cutler is the man who was
chief trainer to Jack Johnson for several years. A recognized heavywight the
world over. He has fought with Johnson all over the U. S. A., Australia and
France. He tips the scales at around
230 pounds. When he clashes with
Morris, fight fans will witness the best
matched bout between heavyweights
ever staged in New Mexico.
If you want the game to thrive,
help us make this match a success.

Prices are within reach of all. Get
your . tickets as there will be no free

Write, telephone or telegraph for
reservations. Address Secretary Clo-

list.

vis Athletic Club.

ADMISSION

$1.00,

Reserved $2.00,

Ringside $4.00

AUSPIGES

The Clovis Athletic Club

a

